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Introduction 

 

Every year the Office of Institutional Research, Planning, and Assessment (OIR) surveys NOVA graduates. The Graduate 
Survey collects information on graduates' employment and educational goals. The graduates are also asked to evaluate 
their academic instruction, instructors, and College services and facilities. This information is summarized in the Graduate 
Survey Report, which is published annually.  

 

Graduates are also asked to provide their thoughts and opinions on their college experience through a series of 
questions: what was best about their NOVA education, what problems they experienced as NOVA students, and how the 
College could improve its services. Since these comments directly address many of the issues the College is concerned 
with, all the comments for the Class of 2009 survey are included in this report.  

 

In the 2008-09 academic year, 3,289 students graduated from the College. Of this group, 450 completed a Graduate 
Survey with many students providing comments on their NOVA educational experience. Graduates had high praise for 
NOVA programs, instruction, and staff. Although many expressed satisfaction with their NOVA education, some of the 
2008-09 graduates also had concerns about the College.  

 

OIR has taken special precautions to ensure that survey responses and comments are not linked to any graduate to 
maintain confidentiality. Therefore, comments are presented only by campus. In addition, OIR has made some changes 
(e.g., spelling and grammar) to the comments in order to enhance comprehension. However, the editing was kept to a 
minimum. Whenever respondents referred to a particular faculty or staff member, the name was deleted. If you have any 
comments or concerns, please contact OIR at (703) 323-3129. 
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Alexandria Campus 

Campus Question 1:  What was best about your NOVA education? 

AL Convenient location and very reasonable cost. 

AL Guidance to get the Marketing Certificate. I felt it was necessary to update my knowledge and skills. 

AL 
The fact that NOVA had so many flexible classes that worked with my work schedule. I also enjoyed the positive 
atmosphere and personalities of all the teachers. Reflecting back NOVA was a positive experience for me. 

AL Access to photo facilities to complete projects in my course of study. 

AL Affordable, accessible, parking. 

AL Affordable, convenient, flexible, and class schedule. 

AL The instructors brought in for special courses were very good. 

AL 
Instructors possessed strong academia which increased the option for different disciplines of study in my learning 
experience at NOVA. 

AL My council in Early Childhood. She really cared and walked me through. 

AL Some great teachers. Scheduling / locations were very convenient. 

AL 

Accessibility - close to my former workplace and good class availability. Reputation – good enough to get my application 
taken seriously by Berkeley, Vanderbilt, UVA, RPI. Ease of Course Work – Although it did not prepare me well NOVA 
course work was something I could manage without too much headache on top of a full time job. GPA coming out of 
NOVA mattered in my admissions process. 

AL Tuition affordable. 

AL 
My pathways counselor was really great, she advised me on several occasions. She took the time to see me as an 
individual and that made me feel special. 

AL Small campuses. Small classes (one to one with professors). Professors from different backgrounds. 

AL 
Many of the teachers I had at NOVA cared about the students a lot and were very good instructors. The quality of the 
professors at NOVA is comparable or better than the professors at the Virginia Tech. As an older student I liked that 
there were people in my peer group taking classes. The same can‟t be said for 4-year institutions. 

AL 
Overcoming my fear of and mastering math. The math lab was challenging, yet very rewarding and worth every hour 
spent. Music and speech were useful and practical for everyday living. 

AL 
Affordable prices. I was able to pay for my education without borrowing. I was a server while attending NOVA. Course 
availability. Combined classes online on campus. Library great source for research. 

AL I believe the curriculum was challenging for all the courses I was required to take. 

AL The teachers were wonderful. They had lots of practical real life experience. This made them relatable and so interesting. 
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Alexandria Campus 

Campus Question 1:  What was best about your NOVA education? 

AL 
The fact that the faculty in my major‟s department knew what they were doing, and were available and approachable 
both inside and outside the classroom. 

AL It helped me to get a good job. 

AL The cost was manageable. 

AL 
Besides the tuition rate and proximity of the Alexandria Campus to my residence, I would say the fact that NOVA‟s 
students were of all ages and came from different walks of life. 

AL Faculty, facilities, environment. 

AL 

Virginia‟s commitment to enabling community college students to ease of transfer into four year universities was the best 
part of NOVA‟s education. The cost of an Associate‟s degree with the opportunity to roll that work into a Bachelor‟s 
degree is a great value for an undergraduate student. NOVA has a wonderful academic program that should be a 
benchmark for other community colleges‟ programs. 

AL 
Welcome students of any education background and give them an opportunity to grow and move forward to other 
university. 

AL 
There were a couple of things I loved about NOVA that I do not see at George Mason. I found that the teachers at NOVA 
were very knowledgeable about the subject that they taught. Also, since the class had a smaller number of students you 
built a relationship with your teacher and everyone got to know one another. 

AL Meeting different people and learning all sorts of methods to learn. The teachers were great and very hands on. 

AL Cost and that it helped me achieve a college degree. 

AL It prepared me for a four year university. 

AL Faculty teaching, computer labs and library are best about the education. 

AL Course availability was great for working adults. Classes had a decent number of students. 

AL 
NOVA has a lot of clubs and activities. All campuses are huge and quite good. Lots of courses to choose from. Reliable 
education. 

AL 

I loved professors, class rooms, computer labs, and diversity. I had classes to meet students from all over the world. 
Instructors were very helpful throughout the program. Used computer labs, writing center, tutoring center. Workshops for 
writing were excellent in Alexandria and Annandale. Tutors were helpful in each session I went there to get help. I was 
ESL student and the program helped me become a better writer. Thanks for giving students an opportunity to do the 
survey. 
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Alexandria Campus 

Campus Question 1:  What was best about your NOVA education? 

AL 
How personable  the teaching staff were, notably. Prof. W (BUS), Prof. X (Math), Prof. Y (PSY), and Prof. Z (ECON) I will 
never forget the knowledge and encouragement I received from these dedicated professors. I only wish the teaching staff 
at George Mason University were as devoted to their students‟ advancement as the teaching staff at NVCC. 

AL 
The faculty for communication design is amazing. All of them Prof. X in particular has been an amazing teacher, roll 
model, friend, advisor, etc. I found all of my courses at NOVA were kept at better standards of today‟s education than 
that of my time at a four year school. I will continue to suggest NOVA to everybody and probably will be back again soon! 

AL Best community college. 

AL 

There are several professors scattered amongst the NOVA campuses that are exceptional, professional and great 
educators. For this reason I became inspired. In my eyes to receive a better critique from a professor at community 
college than at university is exceptional. I believe the professors of Northern Virginia area deal with a greater challenge 
and for that they become better professors. 

AL 

Mathematics. All my life I‟ve been terrified about Math, struggling to grasp basic concepts. NOVA‟s math teachers made 
me love Math. Now I encourage young students every time I find one to take Math, practice it and find its applications 
into our world. History. Professor X‟s tests are the most comprehensive ones I‟ve ever taken.  Questions, 2 essays and a 
map. If somebody doesn‟t learn with her where Bagdad is, it because he / she is perfectly stupid. Literature. Again, I 
never had teachers that taught literature + history + art so well. Keep them, they are the best. 

AL Quality of the instructors as well as the availability of evening classes. 

AL 
The classes and facilities at the Annandale Campus were significantly superior to those I took at the Alexandria Campus 
on all occasions for comparison. 

AL Everything is perfect at NOVA! 

AL 

The cost. I got quality education without going broke. I initially went to NOVA after my junior year of college to get in 
some summer classes because I had changed majors. I went the next summer to get in a few required classes for Grad 
school. I took one last class while I was working to get the degree as a loophole/backdoor way into the federal 
government. NOVA was very helpful and I‟d go again. 

AL The teachers, specifically the ones that taught part time in the evenings. 

AL The best thing about my NOVA education was that it‟s easy and friendly. 

AL 
The professors. They were well versed in their respective areas and showed a genuine interest in the success of their 
students. They also had high standards and were willing to assist their students without condescending to them or 
coddling them. 

AL An inexpensive way to finish my first two years of education. 

AL Availability of campuses to choose from. 
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Alexandria Campus 

Campus Question 1:  What was best about your NOVA education? 

AL Teachers. 

AL ELI office – service was great. Ease of online program was great. 

AL It was close to my home. 

AL Absolutely fantastic instructors. I can‟t say enough about them.  So I won‟t try. 

AL 
The teachers were very encouraging and helpful. Easy to register for the classes I wished to get into. The teachers 
seemed to really care about educating their students. I became more motivated in my school work. 

AL 
One of the best aspects of NOVA education was the availability of the classes, also the exposure to so many different 
cultures. Also the dedication of the teachers. 

AL Hands on experience. Excellent instructors. 

AL 
The availability of education, from the different degree plans, different campus locations, to the year round semesters. I 
was able to attend college courses whenever and wherever I needed to. 

AL 
Its classes‟ convenience and the instructors giving very informative lectures. The time the classes are given for working 
people are very convenient. 
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Annandale Campus 

Campus Question 1:  What was best about your NOVA education? 

AN 
Graduating with the ability to transfer to a university. That is a great system and opportunity for budget purposes. Thanks 
for that opportunity. 

AN 
I finished at NOVA in 2007, but from what I remember I really feel that while I was full time it was a great prep for Mason. 
I think the best thing about NOVA is the diversity of course subjects, for example, taking surveys of English Lit and 
History of Russia was a great exposure! 

AN Cheap, somewhat great teachers. 

AN 
Phi Theta Kappa improved my NVCC experience. I learned more about how NVCC‟s system worked by having 
responsibilities that required finding out to be successful. 

AN Great learning environment. 

AN Student diversity. 

AN Having an opportunity to go to school and learn what I wanted to study about. 

AN I loved all of my teachers. Overall a wonderful experience transferring was easy on NOVA‟s end. 

AN Friendly teachers and multiple locations. 

AN Good education and instruction. 

AN All the information I learned and receiving  an A.S. Degree 

AN Being able to obtain a Hygiene Degree in a distance learning environment. The staff at Germanna was wonderful! 

AN 
The best thing about NOVA education is that it prepared me for a four year university. After high school, I was unsure in 
what I wanted to do. By entering NOVA education I was able to set a plan best for me, without wasting time. Professors 
were also great and very helpful. They push students toward success. 

AN 
My NOVA education provided me with knowledge about a variety of subjects. My Math teachers were also great; as well 
as other teachers in different subjects. 

AN Good for me to improve skills in a specific area without working on degrees. 

AN It allowed me to easily transfer to GMU. There were some great teachers at Annandale Campus. 

AN Some teachers knew what they were talking about and motivated students to go to class. 

AN NOVA is a good institute, but there is great lack of good instructors in major depts. of science and technology. 

AN The price and proximity to my home. 

AN Its honor society helped offers from 4 year colleges including Cornell. 

AN 
It was small, secure, and had a cozy environment (Annandale). Alexandria campus is a mess. Best moments came from 
the best teachers. 
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Annandale Campus 

Campus Question 1:  What was best about your NOVA education? 

AN The best about my NOVA education was that all the classes were helpful and I learned a lot from it. 

AN The faculty was great; the classes were relevant to advanced courses offered at my 4-year school. 

AN Graduating. 

AN 
The advisor for my business degree program was very helpful. Most of the faculty that I had in the required coursework 
(for a business administration AS) was very good. 

AN 
The small class and great faculty! I had such a great experience at NOVA that I recommend to anyone to go to NOVA for 
two years. Get their Associates and then transfer to a 4 year college. 

AN 
My Nova education prepared me for my science intensive major of Biology at George Mason University. Most of my 
professors at NOVA made sure that they stayed extra hours if I needed help. The campus life and curriculum is very 
conducive to learning. I am very happy with my NOVA education. 

AN The professors were very helpful and willing to help after and or before class. 

AN 
The small classrooms helped a lot since there was closer interaction and teachers were able to have more one on one 
interaction if needed. 

AN I was able to enroll in night or online courses to accommodate my work schedule. 

AN The professors were very willing to help. Very accessible. Very open and honest. A great place to be. 

AN The nursing program. 

AN 

The opportunity to start fresh and the high quality professors who were willing to go out at their way to help and mentor 
students. I loved the vast opportunities that were provided to students to grow academically and personally. There was 
no shortage of clubs that would afford us leadership positions and the chance to engage with other students in improving 
the community and college. There were also opportunities to challenge yourself academically through honors courses 
and the honors semester (although the programs did not provide adequate preparation for transfer to top universities) 
Nonetheless, they were a good improvement over the standard classes overall, though, my favorite thing about NVCC 
was the support I received from the college faculty, without their guidance, I would have found the transfer process much 
more difficult. 

AN 
I learned about a lot of different things and people and life in general and the stress level was low enough that I could 
work a lot and still have time to relax. 

AN 
Convenient and available variety of courses. Diverse student population. Professors who cared about the students and 
communicated in a timely manner regarding student questions. 

AN 
Hands on training (internships) made available to me. Came to NOVA to study for one degree but left with two (Thanks 
Mrs. X for talking to me about adding the Network Engineering degree when I signed up for your CISCO class. Taking 
your advice and following the path you charted for me was the best gift anyone could give me). 
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Annandale Campus 

Campus Question 1:  What was best about your NOVA education? 

AN Everything 

AN Very easy, yet challenging experience. Enjoyed using blackboard. 

AN 
Less expensive. Quick. Transfer to 4 year college. There was a PE teacher who was head of a department. She was the 
best teacher I had and became my personal advisor. She greatly cares about her students and their education! 

AN The ELI counselors were superb! 

AN The instructors at NOVA were very approachable and passionate about their subjects. 

AN Small class sizes. 

AN The courses were successful in preparing me for the general skills I need for my degree program. 

AN Great professors – Annandale Campus: Prof. U, Prof. V, Prof. W, Prof. X, Prof. Y, and Prof. Z. 

AN 
The affordability and locality of a NOVA education was a great benefit. The instructors at NOVA were for the most part 
committed and knowledgeable in their subject field. 

AN Relationship with professors and classmates is best. Too few light posts were a major problem. In addition, smokers. 

AN Interaction between professors and students. 

AN Very interesting classes. Many class options. Great professors, some of them such as Dr. X. Lots of help. 

AN Broad selection of evening classes and several classes like foreign languages and all sciences. 

AN The easy transfer process to a 4 year institution. 

AN 
One or two professors that really stood out – were available to help me in my quest for knowledge that went above and 
beyond the syllabus. Those professors gave me skills necessary to get on my way, academically speaking, and get into 
a good school. 

AN Having a program advisor who helped me stay on track. 

AN A few professors made learning enjoyable / worthwhile. 

AN It‟s a good place to start to save money. 

AN Convenience of ELI program to plan around full time work schedule. 

AN Convenient locations and class time and good course variety. 

AN 
The course checklist and transfer checklist made it easy for me to know what classes I needed to take to graduate from 
NOVA and transfer to GMU. 

AN Schedule flexibility. Location options. Professors. Dr X. 

AN Best: Dr. X. 
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Annandale Campus 

Campus Question 1:  What was best about your NOVA education? 

AN Cost. 

AN 
It gave me a second chance at receiving an upper level education. Finally allowing me admission into a challenging 
university. Financial Aid paid for it, which in the difficult times when my parents‟ rough divorce provided me the 
opportunity to study which would have otherwise been much more difficult. Ultimately I am very satisfied. 

AN Flexibility of classes. 

AN 
The availability of classes and always being able to find parking were the first things that come to my mind. Because both 
are a major problem at Marymount. 

AN This is where I started to dream for higher education. 

AN Easy to transfer to GMU. 

AN 
Good courses and instructors. Diversity in classes. Good choices in courses. Easily transferable courses to present 
university. I played basketball for NVCC, it provided me with incredible potential for growth and leadership. Great 
counseling and recommendation letters for my acceptance into UVA. 

AN Teachers were friendly, helpful and informative. 

AN The professors and how they interact with students. 

AN Small classes, great professors. Great step up after high school. I got my Associates degree! 

AN 
The professors were experienced in their fields. This was very beneficial for my criminal justice future. The professors 
aided my growth in knowledge of that field very much! 

AN I liked how the professors were very nice and available and I had easy access to everything. 

AN Most of my professors were great and helpful. 

AN 
Aggregate excellence of instructors. Broad range of expertise general / supported by career backgrounds. For example 
Prof. X, IT at Annandale Campus, an exemplar for overcoming physical challenges as well as content expertise. An 
inspirational educator. Also Dr. Y, US history a superb educator. 

AN 
I personally found myself at NOVA. I needed the extra step between high school and university to figure out who I was, 
what I wanted to pursue in school, and who I wanted to become. I was able to do this at NOVA because of guidance 
from fabulous personnel: professors, counselors, advisors, etc. 

AN I had good marketing and management programs. 

AN Relationships with individuals and supportive faculty. 

AN Courses were available at night. 

AN The teaching was incredible! I loved all my professors especially Prof. W, Dr. X, and Prof. Y. Also Dr. Z! 
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Annandale Campus 

Campus Question 1:  What was best about your NOVA education? 

AN The ADJ teachers were well educated w/in their field of study. Lots of class choices and online classes are both pros. 

AN 
The medical education campus resources were very good. Nursing resources for learning/classroom were not as good 
as at the Arlington campus, where I was. 

AN 
Ability to study in the evenings. Meeting students in similar situation as mine. Ability to attend classes that would easily 
transfer to GMU (it was explained to me what classes exactly I need to take if I am going to continue my education at 
GMU – Accounting major). 

AN The few teachers that transferred their passion for teaching. The counselors are amazing. 

AN Most of the professors are really great professors. They care about the students and about their job. 

AN The easiness to get my way around. 

AN 
The teachers. They don‟t even compare to the professor at GMU. In my opinion, the teachers at NOVA seem to care 
more. I really miss NOVA, the small campus and the classes. 

AN 
I truly enjoyed my NOVA experience. I especially liked the small classes and intelligent and caring professors. Also, I 
enjoyed meeting and becoming friends with students from different cultures, of different ages, and with different career 
goals. I learned a lot about myself and others and I had a lot of fun. 

AN 
The teachers truly care! The teachers and counselors truly push you to do your best and get your associates degree.  All 
of my teachers were great! Professor X and Y are both in a class by themselves! 

AN The small class rooms and how personal the teachers are. 

AN It provided an opportunity to return to school. 

AN Class schedule. 

AN Excellent Math teaching (Prof. X and Prof. Y). Friendly hours. Relatively cheap. 

AN 
I truly enjoyed some classes. My Math teacher was great. His classes were great and his way of teaching was amazing. 
Professor X was an amazing professor as well. These two professors are my favorite memory and school experience 
from my 3 years studying at NOVA. 

AN 
The teachers are great (most teachers) especially professor X, she was my calculus teacher. I‟m in my senior year at 
Mason and I can say she has been the best professor I‟ve had and taught me and gave me strong math foundation. 

AN Most of my professors were excellent and this education was a good precursor for education at a 4-year university. 

AN 
I had some amazing experienced professors who taught me much more that was required for the class. They above and 
beyond and I was gratefully for it. 

AN The Diversity. 
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Loudoun Campus 

Campus Question 1:  What was best about your NOVA education? 

LO The instructors, knowing that they truly care about the students and what they teach. 

LO That I could enroll into a 4 year college and it was guaranteed. 

LO 
I had excellent professors, who came to class ready to stimulate our minds on the topics being taught. I liked how many 
professors were able to teach more than one level of the course. 

LO Campus locations were very convenient. 

LO 
I liked the fact the Loudoun campus is conveniently located in Sterling. All of my teachers did a great job at getting the 
class interested in the subject matter. There is a diverse group of people who attends NOVA which is great for 
networking and creating bonds through or mutual educational goals. 

LO The instructors genuinely cared about the success of the students. 

LO The teachers had a very positive effect on my education and life. 

LO 
I believe the best aspect of my NOVA education is the value of the education NOVA provided me. Additionally, the 
location of the campuses (Loudoun and Annandale) makes it convenient for me to continue my education when I moved 
from Loudoun County to Fairfax County. The transfer surprisingly easy. 

LO It was quick. 

LO 
Being able to get my LVT with the distance learning program. I loved coming up to visit on campus, but I also loved the 
fact that the majority of the classes I did them online and with my adjunct professors. 

LO My professors! They helped me to succeed. I really appreciated all the extra hours they spent with me. 

LO 
With the exception of one professor, they were fair and helpful but with a firm hand. They were challenging which was 
good, but they were also patient with you if you didn‟t “grasp” it. 

LO 
Convenient to be able to take online courses with my schedule and the ELI professors were fantastic. They surpassed 
my expectations. Also the tuition is very affordable. 

LO 
Because I took one class at a time, it took a long time to get my Assocs. I really liked many of my instructors, and 
enjoyed the classes. A few classes, not so much. I particularly liked my English classes with Prof. X and Geology with 
Prof. Y. 

LO 
It‟s affordable and convenient. I liked how there were so many locations for NOVA. There were also many night courses 
available for me to take while working. It provides good education at low cost. There are many options available in terms 
of programs of study. 
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Loudoun Campus 

Campus Question 1:  What was best about your NOVA education? 

LO 
Through my two years attending NOVA I have felt that the best thing about the school is the environment the school 
provided. I felt, since I transferred into Catholic University, that NOVA had given me a good understanding and a strong 
foundation to pursue my future goals. 

LO 

The Horticulture Department is unique in the sense that your peers and staff become your family. We really get to spend 
one on one time with each other, learning from one another, and working together on many creative projects. We were 
always encouraged to think outside the box and really explore our imagination and to appreciate the beauty of nature 
hands on. 

LO 
The best part was I was able to transfer all of my credits that I earned with the Accounting degree from NOVA. Strayer 
was the only school that would accept them, but I was planning to attend Strayer, so it worked out. Also while in school I 
was able to get a job in the accounting field and the hiring manager said because I was studying accounting in school. 

LO Close to my home. I saved a lot of money. 

LO 
My professors were very good. The school is very open to allowing students extra help / study time. The quality of the 
program I was in was very good. 

LO The convenience and price. 

LO Quality of staff and variety of courses. 

LO 
I was able to find out what I wanted to do with my life and through taking classes with Prof. X and Dr. Y, I was able to 
learn everything I needed to know to have the confidence to pursue my career goal. 

LO Helped advance in my degree and easily transferred to a four year university. 

LO 
I had many very capable, interesting, and stimulating instructors. The transfer agreement to other Virginia institutions & 
higher education was of great value. Also of great value was the affordability and accessibility of NOVA (NVCC). 

LO 
I really enjoyed the geology 101 class with Prof. X. He was an excellent teacher and I really liked his hands on approach 
including the field trip. 

LO Vet. Tech. program is very good – teachers are excellent. 

LO 
Some of the teachers were wonderful, from the beginning in ESL with Prof. X and to Prof. Y in Manassas teaching 
Business Management. 

LO Great teachers, affordable, concerned staff, great locations, good quality of education. 

LO I enjoyed NOVA because it was affordable. I graduated from this school with an A.A.S degree then transferred to G.M.U. 

LO Being exposed to diversity, culture and many students, faculty and staff. 
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Loudoun Campus 

Campus Question 1:  What was best about your NOVA education? 

LO 
Hands down, my art professors! Prof. X in painting and Prof. Y in Drawing. I also enjoyed Prof. Z in my Physical Geology 
and the field trip he took us on. 

LO Most professors were very qualified and great at their jobs. Cost was appropriate for tuition course transferability. 

LO 
The Vet. Tech. program was great! All the teachers were knowledgeable and well up to date on current issues in the 
field. They took time to help us learn and be better with ourselves. 

LO Career advancement, new area of expertise and new confidence. 

LO The teachers – they were passionate about the subject, very informative, and truly seemed to care for the students. 

LO Convenient. 

LO 
Professor X (English) and Professor Y (Marketing) – They were brilliant and really challenged me. I cannot imagine I will 
ever have better professors anywhere. 

LO 
It was affordable, I got all my general classes our of the way, it gave me a chance to figure out what it was I wanted to 
major in. 

LO 
Advisors were great and planned our years. Love the community feel. Parking was great but leaving not so great with 
only one exit. Had a lot of nice great teachers. Free food and great lunches with cafeteria was awesome. Great library 
too. Great location for the school and the cost of everything was so much better compared to George Mason University. 

LO Some of my teachers were very good. Annandale campus is a great learning environment. 

LO The teachers were all helpful when needed to understand things or not being sure. Their explanations were good. 

LO X‟s academic advising. ELI courses. 

LO 
The classes were simple, easy syllabus, and the teachers knew your name / personally they worked side by side with 
you. 

LO Inexpensive, easy access to campus, and availability of classes at a convenient time. 

LO Teachers were well qualified and experienced. Classes were rigorous. 

LO 
Clep tests – they allowed me to gain credit for information I already knew. If only there were more tests to gain college 
credit. 

LO Some teachers were very competent. The campus has a lot of amenities. 

LO The breadth of experience from professors. 

LO It was convenient, price was good, and instructors were there mind and body. 
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Loudoun Campus 

Campus Question 1:  What was best about your NOVA education? 

LO Flexible class times. Multiple locations. Excellent teachers. 

LO It helped me gain knowledge I could use while at work. It also helped me become a better overall person. 

LO 
NOVA does a good job with its online programs. Some of the best professors I had were online. NOVA is a good value 
and is better than a lot of other junior colleges (especially the instructors). 

LO The English and Writing classes were the best, because they provided above analytical writing. 
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Manassas Campus 

Campus Question 1:  What was best about your NOVA education? 

MA Ease of access + ELI and counselor X. 

MA 
The Business department made obtaining my Associates in Business Administration quite enjoyable and informative. 
The Math department and History department in Manassas employed wonderful professors. 

MA Short commute, inexpensive. 

MA 
Counseling sessions helped me further my education goals. Online classes were a great plus by allowing classes to be 
more flexible. 

MA The teachers were exceptional. Sometimes I feel I learned more from my NOVA teachers than my GMU professors. 

MA Receiving a quality education while learning at home. 

MA 
Professor X. He‟s knowledgeable, flexible, and available. His lab assistant, Y, is terrific. I thoroughly enjoyed the 18 
months I spent building my engine because of these two. 

MA 
I did not enjoy my time at NOVA at all. When coming out of high school I was excited and thought I was doing a good 
thing saving money and travel time by going to NOVA. I quietly learned that this college is a place to get in and get out. I 
am ashamed to say I went to NOVA and when anyone asks I direct them away from attending NOVA. 

MA The instructors were passionate about their professions and offered their very best. 

MA 
It really did help me change my career path. It was a convenient location and the fact that I did more online classes was 
even better. The instructors were always great. I am proud to be a NOVA graduate! 

MA 
The instructors!! I like the fact that all of the teachers have experience in the field and because of that they made the 
class more exciting. 

MA Excellent professors. 

MA I loved the small classroom setting. It made it easy for me to talk and interact. 

MA Teacher‟s resources and thorough background. 

MA Teachers who know what they were talking about. 

MA 
2 professors who influenced my career / degree choices at Manassas Campus and increased my Mathematical thinking 
abilities. Professor X (Anthropology, Sociology) and Professor Y (History). 

MA The price was the best thing, different campuses offered variety. 

MA Many locations. 

MA The professors. 

MA Convenient location. Reasonable prices. Transfer program to VA state universities. 

MA Small class. 
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Manassas Campus 

Campus Question 1:  What was best about your NOVA education? 

MA 
Great locations, i.e. multiple campuses. The ease of transferring to George Mason and the availability of evening 
classes. 

MA Ability to transfer into George Mason. 

MA 
The professors that I had were remarkable except for only one. They were always available for additional help. I felt that 
they genuinely cared about their students which helped me tremendously. I liked the location of all campuses as well. 

MA 
I was able to get some college level classes and workload under my belt and got some experience of college; it was a 
good 2 year experience. 

MA 
I was able to transfer perfectly into GMU, I saved a lot of money, and I had a number of great professors, especially for 
psychology. The online transfer credit guide helped me tremendously as well. 

MA 
Most of my teachers were excellent and incredibly knowledgeable in their areas of studies. You could really tell they 
loved what they did and that in turn made classes / learning fun. 

MA 
The teachers. It was very hit & miss. As one could expect. Not all of the teachers were good. Some, in fact, were just 
plain bad, but some of the teachers I had. (Prof. X, Y, and Z were great) 

MA 
Easy commute. Affordable. Transferable to State University (guaranteed in most). Many classes were available. Classes 
during weekend and evening. 

MA Small classes. 

MA 
Availability of online classes. Online classes were well structured and the education experience was on par with in class 
courses. 

MA 
I really liked the fact that I could pay much less than a 4 year school, get an AS degree, and transfer very easily to 
George Mason. I liked the multiple locations, parking, and the diverse courses. ELI was extremely beneficial for me as 
well. 

MA 
I was able to get my Associate‟s degree in good time. Courses at NOVA are offered day, night, and online, though there 
could be much more. NOVA is accessible for all that is what counts. 

MA Small classes; liked being a person to the instructor and not a number. 

MA Taking Dr. X‟s HIST 276 & 277 classes I‟ve enjoyed her life experiences through current events and history. 

MA Small classrooms to interact with professors and the entire class (unlike big lectures at Universities) 

MA 
The faculty and the course selection were the best aspects. I love the fact that NOVA has become a very convenient 
college to attend. The teachers are knowledgeable and helpful. I have enjoyed attending NOVA on and off. 
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Medical Education Campus 

Campus Question 1:  What was best about your NOVA education? 

MEC 
The classrooms at the MEC in Springfield were great to have as a PTA major and the equipment we used was of very 
high quality and helped a lot with studying. Also, having the PTA lab open on weekends assisted with learning the 
materials.  I wished I had that same access in my current graduate university. 

MEC Affordability, very knowledgeable faculty that provide an excellent education to students. Locations and online courses. 

MEC Course content. Helpful instructors. Peer support. Online classes and easy accessibility. 

MEC 
It helped me in my field as paramedic. I completed the Associate‟s program to assist with promotional qualifications.  
Prof. X was an excellent teacher, advisor and the cadaver lab was one o the best experiences I had in classroom. Prof. Y 
taught a lot of simple trick to remember staff which still use in the field. 

MEC It was local and had good quality of education for reasonable price. 

MEC Great teachers in the program. 

MEC Obtaining a degree in my chosen field at an affordable rate. 

MEC 

The Radiography program instructors were excellent. I was educated by a very knowledgeable group of instructors who 
really cared about their students. I will be in debt to all the staff for the rest of my life. They have changed my life for the 
better. I felt that I let them down by not doing better in some parts of my education, but I tried my best and earned every 
grade I achieved. 

MEC Great professors in the RN program. 

MEC Some of the instructors were great; the problems were mainly in the Dean office with their direction and leadership. 

MEC Cost effective. 

MEC Some instructors really took time to teach and listen to students; variety in clinical and flexibility. 

MEC Good learning experience. 

MEC Some of these faculty members hold their own with any of the faculty at the 4 year schools I attended. 

MEC Prepared me for my future goals. 

MEC Excellent program in MLT to prepare for career. Learning that translates into real job skills. 

MEC I learned the skills I needed to learn to grow within my career. 

MEC 
NOVA education was affordable, convenient, and high tech. With two year programs it prepared me to enter the 
workforce and compete with those who graduated from a 4 year program from other universities. 

MEC 
Meeting new students and making new friends. Being able to start my nursing career after years of working in a different 
field. Availability of different classes, either online or at night. Some instructors were really great. Cost for education at 
NOVA was very low compared to other programs and the education was great. 
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Medical Education Campus 

Campus Question 1:  What was best about your NOVA education? 

MEC The education prepared me for my trip to a 4 year college. 

MEC 

It is hard to talk about one aspect of NVCC, but I was most impressed with all of my teachers. They were so supportive 
of not only my academics during Nursing school, but the overall picture of my life and what was doing on. I had no choice 
but to work full time nights while in school, and as you know the Nursing Program was full time and challenging! But 
thanks to all of my instructors they gave me the added help I needed and I am now a successful Registered Nurse. 

MEC The teachers were amazing, labs were awesome. The availability of the NOVA staff made everything so much smoother. 

MEC Everything. I had an amazing experience that I will never forget. 

MEC Good environment and cheap tuition. 

MEC The tuition is what I can afford. 

MEC The support of faculty/teachers. They were there to answer questions and be a resource. 

MEC 
Teachers were always ready to help to their ability. Keeping the class size small, the bigger the class size the more 
overwhelmed the teachers get and it‟s more difficult to assist their students. 

MEC The excellent faculty and staff of the Respiratory Therapy Program at MEC. 

MEC 
It helped me achieve my goal in becoming a licensed Dental Hygienist. The Dental Hygiene program at NOVA is well 
planned and really helped prepare me for the Board exam. Faculty and staff were really helpful and worked really hard. 

MEC 
Good nursing program – very good, didactically and clinically. I would say the 2-year AAN at NOVA is worlds better than 
the 1-year “underrated” program for a BSN. I learned a lot. 

MEC How helpful and straightforward some of the teachers were. 

MEC 
Cost. Evening classes. The nursing program at NVCC is highly respected in the community. You have great caring 
professors and clinical instructor. Please keep it going. 

MEC 

The nursing program was superior. It prepared me to confidently take + pass the NCLEX exam and become a registered 
nurse. The critical thinking skills I learned at NOVA played an excellent foundation for me to earn my BSN at George 
Mason University. Having the opportunity to interact with both nursing students and faculty at GMU, I believe the NOVA 
school of nursing was an excellent choice for me to become an RN. I‟m proud to be a NOVA nurse! 

MEC 
I was a Dental Hygiene Student at Germana Community College with the joint program. I am thankful to have gone to 
college in my own area. 

MEC 
Ability to earn 2 degrees and save a lot of tuition $$$ compared to GMU or Marymount. I might even finish my GIS 
certificate next year if I have time left. I am trying to get into RN to BSN at GMU or VCU primarily. 
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Medical Education Campus 

Campus Question 1:  What was best about your NOVA education? 

MEC 

The cadaver lab and EMS instructors – I was a nursing student, but gained the longest lasting knowledge from the EMS 
instructors; from CPR to EKG to the cadaver lab – the facilities are better than I imagined they could be and the 
instructors make learning easy yet long lasting. Truly excellent instruction and the EMS department should be a 
nationwide role model. 

MEC 

Convenience of locations and proximity to residence. New building – new equipment. Cadaver lab is excellent. Prof. X is 
professional and passionate about her position. PTA program instructors are very professional; maintain high standards 
which prepare a student for continuing higher level degree. Prof. Y and Prof. Z make a solid team, represent both the 
college and PT profession very well. 

MEC The teachers were awesome! I loved the course criteria. I learned a lot from NOVA. 

MEC Small classes, liked the campus (MEC), teachers were wonderful (Rad program), technical and hands on experience. 

MEC The availability of online classes. 

MEC The teachers were great, also the flexibility with the classes allowed me to work while attending NOVA. 

MEC Organization of the Dental Hygiene Program. It‟s faculty. The students. The new Medical Education Campus facility. 

MEC 
The NOVA education prepared me for employment shortly after graduation. The instructors were the key for my success. 
They gave me the motivation to succeed thru their encouragement and endless support. 

MEC The flexibility of courses around my life. 

MEC 
Because of my education at NOVA I have a full time job doing what I studied at NOVA. Most of my classes transferred to 
GMU and I am now pursuing a bachelor‟s degree. 

MEC Obtaining a registered Dental Hygiene License. The facilities at the MEC center where we saw patients were great. 

MEC 
The facility as a whole, the instructors, the equipment and learning process. The relationship between students and the 
faculty. 
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Woodbridge Campus 

Campus Question 1:  What was best about your NOVA education? 

WO The classes I took were very interesting and informative. 

WO Location of campus to residence. 

WO 

During the duration of seeking an Associate‟s at NOVA. I attended VCU for a while. A few credits from there transferred 
to NOVA which then completed my Associate‟s degree. It seemed to work out smoothly. The NOVA campus I attended 
was an all around great experience. Everything was simple, from parking to admissions, professors and learning in 
general in the classrooms. 

WO Being able to transfer many credits to a more career oriented college. 

WO All my credits were accepted at my four year college. 

WO Small teacher to student ratio. 

WO Meet preparation for future academic success. 

WO It wasn‟t too expensive and I did not need to take out a loan. 

WO 
My classes and instructors were the best part of my experience. My instructors were usually enthusiastic and motivated 
me to learn. The classes I took were classes I enjoyed except for Math, but the teacher I had made it a good experience. 

WO Price, convenience, quality. 

WO Small classes. Instructors that cared about each student. 

WO I enjoyed NOVA faculty and the campus. 

WO Convenience. 

WO 
Flexibility with schedule. Tons of options which helped with my work schedule. The options that were provided enabled 
me to fulfill my degree. 

WO Both campus locations and class scheduling were great at NOVA. 

WO 
The ability to easily and efficiently obtain a college degree to be able to attend a 4-year college to get a bachelor‟s 
degree. 

WO The teachers really cared about the students who put forth the effort to learn. You could always count on them. 

WO The availability of courses. 

WO Affordability, ELI, and multiple courses. 

WO 
Small class sizes were my favorite. I was a person and student recognized by name and merit at NOVA. This kept me 
accountable for the quality of my work. I enjoyed dynamic learning environments and flexible schedules. Excellent 
articulation agreements. 

WO The classes are affordable, the class sizes are not that large, and teachers are easily accessible. 
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Woodbridge Campus 

Campus Question 1:  What was best about your NOVA education? 

WO 
ELI is excellent, NOVA‟ class schedules are able to fit into my schedule. Lots of courses offered over the summer and 
tuition rates are fairly priced as well. 

WO Some of the professors cared about our education and were willing to help us. 

WO I benefited greatly from ELI program. I was able to complete my Associate‟s at my pace on my time schedule. 

WO The variety of online classes offered. 

WO I enjoyed most of my classes, and I found new friends. Most of my memories studying at NOVA are worth remembering. 

WO The teachers at the Woodbridge NOVA Campus are, overall, very caring, compassionate, and qualified. 

WO 
Most teachers were knowledgeable. Very few treated class like a “true” college class. Most classes were extremely easy. 
Advising was great, but only if you asked for X. 

WO 
The caring and talented teachers like: Prof. V (English), Prof. W (Math), Prof. X (Biology), Prof. Y (History) and Prof. Z 
(Spanish). The good close locations to home. The low tuition. The P.E. class taught by Prof. U truly changed my attitude 
on how important fitness is. 

WO 
It leads directly to the job I wanted. It prepared me for the new profession (dental hygiene). Faculty was very involved 
and knowledgeable. 

WO Being able to be in Fredericksburg and doing my work here not having to travel. (Distance learning) 

WO 
The advising office was always helpful in helping me choose classes and to prepare for transferring to GMU. The testing 
center staff knew me by name because I was there so much. They were kind and always helpful. I was given many 
opportunities to achieve great things thanks to caring / involved teachers. 

WO 
Most of the teachers at the Manassas Campus were good at teaching in exciting ways. They were easy to talk to and 
responded quickly to e-mails. 

WO The realness of students and great affordable price! 

WO 
I enjoyed the smaller classrooms and writing centers. Teachers felt more engaged and genuinely happy to be a 
professor. 

WO It was very well rounded. 

WO Relatively small classes with easy instructor accessibility. 

WO Getting my Certificate in the mail and having them spell my name right. 

WO Online courses. 

WO Got to meet new people. 

WO The professors were awesome! 
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Woodbridge Campus 

Campus Question 1:  What was best about your NOVA education? 

WO 
Meeting new people. Small class room size (not a lot of students in class). More hands on approach. Teachers seem 
interested in the success of their students. 

WO That I could easily transfer to a four year school. 

WO Ease of transfer to 4 year degree program. 

WO The professors actually live in the real world and understand life outside school. 

WO Able to take courses at Quantico. 

WO 
Many of my instructors were highly qualified and passionate about sharing their knowledge. I feel that I left NOVA well 
equipped for the world and to continue my education. 

WO Advisors and counselors, ELI, Testing Lab. 
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Alexandria Campus 

Campus Question 2:  What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

AL 

I was getting ready to graduate and transfer to UVA when a last class was sprung on me – library sciences or some kind 
of orientation. I had originally been told I was exempt from this class since I transferred with 80 many credit hours. I was 
a little annoyed but we came up with a way to fit me in to do the work and not attend the classes. At the time, all classes 
were held at times that conflicted with a full time job. 

AL 
The course I felt that was most important, advertising online, was given by an instructor who was not available (course 
was given online) and did not teach. 

AL None. 

AL 
The parking situation. It was not the lack of parking, but the cost. When I started in Jan 2005, the semester cost for a 
permit was $35. The following September and every September until I finished the cost increased $10. When I left, I was 
no longer buying a permit, but I was making it by squeezing into the free parking areas. 

AL Financial aid service. 

AL None. 

AL Registration/Business office always seemed unorganized. 

AL I did not incur any major problems 

AL N/A 

AL Dirty classrooms and cafeteria. 

AL 

Bookstore – always failed to have books, get my order right, and to treat me like a customer. Advising – Bad until I found 
my own professor to help me. Your system failed to provide me with adequate support. Support Staff – When class was 
dropped, the support staff in Fin. aid and on the main phone line assumed it was because I had failed to pay, this was a 
poor assumption and reflected badly on the school. Class Dropped – Low enrollment and no notification = worst day 
ever. The NOVA system is set up so that the majority of students will fail and become the cheap semi-educated 
workforce of tomorrow. 

AL I was enjoying being there. 

AL Teacher‟s availability to help students outside of class hours. 

AL 

Old and small monitors. Old buildings. Need to remove Prof. X (EGR Dept.) from NOVA immediately. He is the reason 
many EGR students are struggling at 4 year colleges. He doesn‟t teach, is not fair at grading, and also has a nasty 
attitude. Students at Civil EGR dept. are planning not to take EGR 240, 245 & 246 from NOVA since students are not 
learning the fundamental concepts in these subjects. I personally spoke with the Civil EGR Chair and she informed me 
that she will check Prof. X‟s courses and his style of teaching. 
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Alexandria Campus 

Campus Question 2:  What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

AL 

I was not pleased with the advising. I was told by an advisor that a class I took would count for the arts elective for the 
science degree. The guitar class did not count and I wasted 3 credits of time and money. I enjoyed the class though 
some details are not expressed clearly in the course catalogs. I signed up for a wilderness first responder class at 
Annandale. I paid tuition for the 4 credits, but learned that I would have to pay $600 in addition to take the course. Turns 
out the $300 some dollars I spent just went to putting 4 credits of elective on my transcript. This class started over winter 
break so I missed the deadline to get my money back. 

AL Not getting proper course selection guidance when first registered. 

AL I got parking tickets because I did not have a permit. Students should be able to park free for at least 10 minutes. 

AL Graduating, when I went to counseling I was required to take another class in order to qualify to get my degree. 

AL 
The legal writing courses were all so different. In my class I feel I learned very little and the course was outdated. Other 
students with different professors had a much more positive experience. 

AL 
The counseling center is a joke. I received little relevant advice for my degree, and several times I had specific questions 
that should have been easily answered but were not answered at all. 

AL None. 

AL No free parking. 

AL 
A major problem during my NOVA experience was the fact that for the first time I encountered a course I did not pass. I 
had to take the course three times, and still did not succeed. I had to change my degree program because of this, from 
Business Administration to General Studies. 

AL 
Counseling. The counselors were very rude and no help at all. Had no information on questions that were asked. Student 
services have dropped tremendously. Everyone is so rude on reception desks. No manners in talking on phone and 
giving service on the phone. The right hand does not know what the left hand is doing. 

AL 
Although not NOVA‟s fault. I did spend more time at NOVA than I intended. Proactive academic advising may have 
prevented wasted credit hours spent at NOVA. In this respect, NOVA should institute a program that forces students to 
complete a degree program in under x years. 

AL 
Graduating later than when I qualified due to administrative errors. Also, I was very disappointed in the size/quality of the 
diploma – very poor and not as nice as most HS diplomas. 

AL No major problems. Very satisfy with NOVA. 

AL 
The only problem I had with my NOVA experience was when I had to visit the counselor‟s office. The wait to see a 
counselor was very long and when I did get to speak with someone it was very brief. I felt as though they did not take 
their time to answer all of my questions. 
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Alexandria Campus 

Campus Question 2:  What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

AL Some of the classes I wanted to take were not available right away. The classes not filled up and had no instructor. 

AL 
Some faculty was not as good as others so it was hit or miss in deciding what sections to register for. Faculty advising is 
non-existent – basically had to advise myself using the degree progress online. 

AL None. 

AL I had no major problems. 

AL N/A 

AL N/A 

AL 

One time someone broke my locker. I went to complain and the police officer was not concerned.  I did not lose anything, 
but I was expecting at least sympathy. After I graduated in May 2009. I decided to take an extra class over the summer. I 
bought a parking permit but I had an accident and started parking in the garage. I paid every time I parked my rental car 
there. My car got fixed and I brought it and parked in the former student parking lot, but it was changed to faculty. I got a 
$75 ticket. I appealed and it was refused. I made a mistake unintentionally. I took only one class and paid around $75 for 
parking permit + $20 garage parking + $75 ticket = $170. 

AL 

Fellow students who were disrespectful to everyone around them. Every semester there seemed to be quite a few 
ignorant kids hanging around campus. There was no quiet study area on campus. The library is never quiet. Not enough 
computers. No turn on red sign (Loudoun). This is obviously to rack up money from tickets. There is no safety issue. 
Security taken too seriously. My guitar instructor did not have a key to a room. Sometimes we had to do lessons in the 
hall. He was “not authorized” to have a key. 

AL 
When I started, nobody really guided me, which is ok. I did not know what I wanted. But at the same time, my guidance 
counselors were not much use. I believe you have changed the way that is set up though since 2003. 

AL None. 

AL Lack of program encouraged in academic advising. Academic advisors need to get involved. 

AL 
I was an A student so I did not find major problems with NOVA. I have only one complaint: Counseling services are really 
a headache. 

AL N/A 

AL Parking at the Alexandria Campus was dreadful. 

AL I studied at NOVA for 3 years and never had any problems. Everything is fine and everybody is very nice! 

AL I had no major problems. NOVA was as advertised and I was able to accomplish my goals. 

AL Attendance policies. 
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Alexandria Campus 

Campus Question 2:  What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

AL 
The major problems that need to be solved are counseling and registration. Also there must be more professors or 
assistants to help with understanding the course. 

AL 
Academic advisement could use some work. I wound up following a manageable schedule that could transfer to my 4-
year of choice largely due to my own research and leg work; the advisors were surprisingly unprepared whenever I had 
questions. 

AL Teachers not very flexible and available. Styrofoam plates and trays in cafeteria. Counseling could be better. 

AL One online instructor was not very involved in his classes. Unfortunately I had to take 2 of his courses. 

AL 
I was misled about the courses I needed to take. It also took a couple of months to finally receive my diploma after 
finishing my course work. It was “lost”. 

AL 
The registration office was extremely difficult to deal with. They never got back to me when they said they would and they 
were often dismissive and unfriendly. I would sooner trust my academic future to a room full of squirrels than the living 
brain donors working in that office. 

AL No major problems. 

AL 
Some aspect of the college that might need improvement is the security of the different campuses; the cleaning of the 
bathrooms. 

AL Parking. 

AL 

Only problem I ran into was upon graduation. I‟m a Marine and had a SOCMAR agreement with NOVA. I finished my 
degree in the last semester before I would have to go off the new updated degree program for ADJ. Counselors did not 
agree with me and said I would have to go off the new curriculum in order to graduate. I finally spoke to the registrar and 
she did some research into my problem. She said I will graduate off the old curriculum which I signed a SOCMAR 
agreement for. I think some refresher training for the counselors might be beneficial. Covering SOCMAR agreements of 
course. 

AL 
Parking, even if I have a parking sticker it was hard to find a parking space. The amount of money we paid is too 
expensive. Tuition is getting higher and higher. 
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Annandale Campus 

Campus Question 2:  What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

AN Advisors are never there; have to wait like 3-4 weeks.  Parking fees for passes - outrageous. 

AN 
Class schedules and parking were difficult. Imagine writing full time in DC and trying to make it out to an earlier class 
because it‟s not offered as a night class. Not always friendly to those who work full-time. 

AN 
My major problem is that NOVA advisors neglected to inform me that I had a foreign language requirement, setting me 
back 2 semesters. After completing all of my course work, an error was made when instead of me having guaranteed 
admission to Mason; I was neglected because NOVA sent all of my transcripts instead. 

AN Criminology teachers are flakey. 

AN 
As a PTK person there was not enough funding to do more. I spent money just for basics sometimes. I also think 
athletics needs a boost starting with gym or weight room. Teachers were not very present with student activities. 

AN 
In geology, the instructor arrived at exactly the beginning of schedule and students had to wait outside in the hallway 
because the classroom door was locked. Very annoying, especially when arriving early. 

AN 
Teachers may know a lot, but did not seem to know how to teach well. What I mean by this is that teachers should pay 
attention to what 4 year Universities expect from transferring students. Well, if I just wanted 2 year college, it did not 
matter to me. 

AN Very poor counseling / advisement. I had many unanswered questions. 

AN No major problems. 

AN Having trouble understanding Math class. 

AN Nothing at this time. 

AN I have full time job. When work is busy, I have to quit my classes. 

AN 
I struggled with math. There needs to be services for older adults that need to pass math in order to transfer. Math 
should not get in the way of a person either not graduating and quitting and not getting a degree. 

AN Faculty treated students terribly. Not encouraging. 

AN 

Graduation process is a big problem. There is no set of rules for this process. You end up going to many depts. and they 
all tell you a different process. Also, faculty and staff (especially Annandale Campus) in registration, students services, 
and advising are extremely rude and almost don‟t want to help you or listen to you. Going to these depts. are a nightmare 
at this campus. Personal advisors that are assigned to students by their last name are never available for advising and 
when they are available they don‟t have all the information since many of them are just instructors and don‟t know all the 
program details. I hope NOVA considers revising it. 
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Annandale Campus 

Campus Question 2:  What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

AN 
Registration. While I had to provide closing documents for my home purchase, utility bills on top of normal identification 
i.e. a driver‟s license … other people whose “legal status” was less than clear did not have to! Your registration staff was 
less than cooperative. 

AN 
I felt that there was very little advisement given at the University. Also I feel that there was a great miscommunication 
between my advisor and myself. I also feel that I should have gotten a 2 year Associate degree in two years, but due to a 
lack of proper advisement I took many classes that in the end did not count towards my degree. 

AN 

The amount of Mathematics that was required of me is insane and until today has not aided in my field of study. I have 
always had problems in Math and my GPA was at 2.1 by the time I finally was able to pass Math for Liberal Arts 1. I 
passed it the 3rd time after failing it twice before. Unstructured, inefficient, and heartless Math faculty do not care about 
students and counselors did nothing. After I got out of NOVA – 2 years later my GPA stands at a 3.0. NOVA brought me 
down because of required/useless classes I had no need for. 

AN None. 

AN 
Parking, advising, counselors – 20 different answers from 20 different consults – It took 7 months to get my diploma after 
I had to straighten out my academic grade mistakes (applied classes to wrong categories). 

AN 
The transfer center counselor was awful. She did not help me at all, was rude, and gave me the wrong information. I 
went to the center 3 times before I was able to speak with anyone; during the hours said they should be open, but no one 
was there. 

AN Advising was okay but none other than that I can think of. 

AN I did not have any problems while attending NOVA. 

AN Advising office was horrible. I don‟t believe I got any great or decent advice. 

AN 
Problems with seeing a counselor, not much help about programs that I may have qualified for when transferring to 
another school. Most of the counselors sent me to a computer to look at the transfer guide which did not help. 

AN N/A 

AN N/A 

AN 

I don‟t have too many complaints about NOVA overall. If I could, I would change things about the general 
atmosphere/attitude of the general student body, which seemed to me to be lazy and disinterested. However, I realize 
that this is difficult since the average NOVA student maintains this attitude from high school. It‟s hard to make another 
person break their bad habits themselves. Another problem (one that‟s far more important) was the inadequate 
preparation for transfer to a top university. I‟ve found that memorization is all one needs do succeed at NOVA and critical 
thinking is seldom an important part of evaluation. 

AN I never got a physical copy of a diploma. Other than that no complaint. 
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Annandale Campus 

Campus Question 2:  What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

AN 

Advising was almost nonexistent. I have had to take classes at JMU that I should have taken at NOVA. There was often 
no one who could answer my questions in regard to future degree programs. Because my advisor did not alert me in 
regard to a class needed for my Associates degree I had to drive to Quantico for 8 weeks during my last semester. She 
did not tell me this until 6 weeks into my last semester. 

AN Parking!!! 

AN Nothing. 

AN Even though my application was in on time, I did not graduate on time. Hard to reach my advisor. 

AN 
No advisors. No help with finding an advisor. No gym facilities. Traffic getting in and out. I NEVER GOT MAILED MY 
DIPLOMA! 

AN The Financial Aid office was disorganized and caused me a great deal of unnecessary hassle. 

AN As far as advising, I felt as though I was left to find everything out on my own. 

AN 
I felt that NOVA did not prepare me for the amount of outside class work that would be required for my degree at Mason. 
I went from writing only a few short papers at NOVA to having to write 15-20 page papers at Mason. 

AN N/A 

AN 
The advising and counseling services offered at the Annandale campus are horrible. The staff is rude and unwilling to 
help students.  If they do not like their jobs they should quit. 

AN 
The main problems I experienced at NOVA were: few professors to choose from for core classes and slightly outdated 
teaching methods/content. These problems may have been specific to my major, but overall I see a need at NOVA to 
bring in young professors and assimilate to contemporary academic course content. 

AN None, great experience and ongoing. 

AN 
Parking is too expensive. The cafeteria was horrible. Some professors are terrible, I am not considering the grades, I 
always got A‟s because I studied by myself. 

AN 
Counseling was not very helpful – lack of information or advice to new students. Faculty advisor when assigned was 
awesome and went above and beyond to help me navigate last minute graduation process. 

AN None. 

AN 
NVCC campuses that are not the Annandale Campus need improvement. Some classes were great, education 
comparable to a 4 year while some were a joke. 

AN General counselors were not helpful in providing information. 

AN Career/Academic advising – limited staff empathy/knowledge, long wait times. 
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Annandale Campus 

Campus Question 2:  What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

AN 
Some professor‟s make things harder while they don‟t know anything. In other word some professors do not have 
enough information about the course they‟re teaching therefore they make the course harder for students. 

AN None. 

AN N/A 

AN I worked full time while attending NOVA and many of the transfer sessions and other services were only open until 5 pm. 

AN Every issue I came across was efficiently and effectively taken care of. 

AN 
Academic advisement staff. They rush through and don‟t want to explain anything. They seem annoyed when you ask 
questions. 

AN 
They did not prepare me for my Accounting courses at JMU (my major). Accounting at NOVA was far too easy, so much 
so that it was deceiving.  I am doing moderately well in my classes now.  Too much multiple choice, make us write out 
the financial statements from scratch on exams. JMU expects us to be able to. 

AN Math placement test and the fact that to re-take the Math test I had to wait one year. 

AN 
There were not any major problems, but every time I would go to the counselor to figure out what classes to take I would 
get a different answer.  It would have been nice if everyone was on the same page in that way I would not have taken 
extra classes that were not required for my major. 

AN Scheduling. 

AN 
All counselors at NOVA were very bad at advising students (according to me) which is the best way or shortcut to go to 
GMU. Instead of telling the best way, they told me to go in a very big circle which resulted in approximately 30 useless 
credits. 

AN 
I took some courses I did not need to take. Recommend encourage students to get with counselors early and continually 
to stay on track if wanting to transfer to 4-year university (and don‟t end up taking unnecessary courses). 

AN 
A teacher that had seemed to favor certain students in her class.  When the issue was brought up she got on the 
offensive. 

AN None. 

AN 
My advisor I was assigned didn‟t really help me; I got more help from a counselor regarding classes I can take for 
electives. I kept flunking the English placement test and I never knew why because English is my strong subject. I got 
placed into remedial writing which was a waste of time and money. 

AN 
Two classes I pursued were only available on Friday morning and 3 hours long. I ended up withdrawing because the long 
mornings were difficult to stay in class. 

AN Nothing. 
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Annandale Campus 

Campus Question 2:  What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

AN The usual growing pains associated with facilities expansion and renovation. 

AN 
The only real problem I encountered was difficulty transferring my credits and degree into George Mason University. 
Secondly, I have yet to receive my diploma from NOVA. 

AN 
That only 17 credits were transferable to GMU. I basically had to start all over at GMU. Partially my fault, but NOVA knew 
better what I should have been doing. I was not pursuing a certificate! 

AN 

Administration seems to focus less on the students and more on non-education issues such as parking tickets and other 
services. I noticed that all campus parking police have a digital camera to take pictures of parking violators, but the Vet. 
Tech program is using outdated equipment! There is also no reason that parking permits should cost as much as they 
do! 

AN Students smoking near the doors. 

AN Counseling was horrible. 

AN We were required to have books; however, the teachers would not use them (only some classes). 

AN The cafeteria was overrun by hoodlums. 

AN My advisor was always busy when I needed to see him. I never actually got the chance to speak with him. 

AN 
Just minor counseling ones, nothing major. My advisor was always helpful and cared about my path to graduation so that 
I could transfer to GMU as soon as possible. 

AN 
I had two very poor professors that made learning a difficult process; however, two professors did not discourage me 
from continuing my education. In addition, I wish NOVA offered more courses relevant to my degree. Also, parking was 
frustrating and the bookstore does not offer fair prices. 

AN The cafeteria is horrible!  Service is also horrible there. 

AN None. 

AN Administration is terrible, unresponsive. Still have not received degree. 

AN Advising / parking. 

AN 
When figuring out my transfer credit to GMU, I was having problems with what credits would and would not transfer. 
When figuring this out, I reputedly got the „run-around‟ from faculty members of various offices telling me they could not 
help me and that I needed to go see this person or go to this other office. 

AN Electrical Eng. Dept. (Dr. X). 

AN I cannot say I experienced any. 

AN 
The counselors are useless.  I was not assigned a faculty advisor until very late in my course of study. I took many 
classes I did not need to take in order to graduate. 
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Annandale Campus 

Campus Question 2:  What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

AN There were no major problems at NOVA. 

AN I had some terrible professors who felt that reading out of a textbook counted as teaching. 

AN Lack of student involvement on campus, no unification. 
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Loudoun Campus 

Campus Question 2:  What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

LO Technical/email errors. 

LO None. 

LO In the beginning of my time at NOVA, I had less than adequate course counseling. 

LO Poor advising. Spent extra time because a clear and concise schedule was not created for me. 

LO N/A 

LO The guidance counselors seemed short staffed most of the time. 

LO The counselors had horrible attitudes and advised in the quickest way to get you out of the room. 

LO Thankfully I did not have any major problems while attending NOVA. 

LO It was cold and lacked a collegial atmosphere. 

LO 
One of your professors was terrible, she had no concern for students, was very hard to talk to when she was available. It 
was a shame to have such a bad professor as it ruined my otherwise great experience. All the other professors were 
good although one was disorganized. 

LO I did not have any problems at NOVA. 

LO 

The cafeteria good was not good at all. I ate out of vending machines to avoid the cafeteria. Inconsistent locking of some 
hallway doors. You did not know if you could get in that same door sometimes. That horrible, dreadful “one way in and 
one way out” of parking!! The light wouldn‟t change for 5 cycles if you were the only one there to turn right. Thank you, 
thank you, for adding another exit. 

LO 
The catalog they had me under was “somehow” changed. The program changed since when I first started so I almost did 
not get my certificate because of a computer glitch. 

LO 
The only major problem was figuring out my credits. Because some were from the quarter system there were issues and 
miscalculations. More than once I had to take an additional class because the calculations of the previous counselor 
were incorrect. Of course, in their defense, not everyone takes 20 years to get an Associate‟s Degree. Lol. 

LO 
I had one Economics teacher who was not good and my education suffered. I had to have more tutoring to understand 
Economics II. Also, the advising wasn‟t the best. I felt the advisor could have been more involved and more available. 

LO 
From all my semesters I don‟t feel like there were any problems. The transition from high school to a community college 
was better than I was expecting. Based from my degree the professors helped me along the way. 

LO 

The few courses I took outside the Horticulture Dept. failed to use any creativity to teach the class. The professors taught 
straight out of the book, word for word, and showed a complete lack of interest in the subject being taught. Another 
professor taught the lesson so quickly and did not like us to ask questions; needless to say the students did poorly on the 
exams. 
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Loudoun Campus 

Campus Question 2:  What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

LO No problems 

LO 
Even though the Veterinary Technology program was great, I felt like it was not as highly regarded as other programs at 
NOVA. For instance, all of our classes were held in old trailers instead of the actual buildings on campus. 

LO Lack of interest from the professors, antiquated facilities. 

LO I experienced no major problems. 

LO I don‟t really have any complaints. Everything was wonderful. 

LO 
NVCC would be well advised to use Blackboard to communicate among faculty and students. There were frequent 
problems with classroom computers and other equipment. The necessity to travel to multiple campuses to fill out course 
schedule was a problem. The scheduling of classes so working person can attend is valuable. 

LO 
Counseling services were a complete joke. The fact that those people get paid to sit around and do nothing is laughable. 
All course selection/advising I did on my own through the website. 

LO Upon graduation – registrar‟s office staff was very rude (not all staff) and most were unhelpful and angry. 

LO None. 

LO The website is horrible. It is useless might as well not have one. 

LO None. 

LO Parking was a hassle at the Loudoun Campus. 

LO Hands down, parking but I have noticed, since I have graduated, construction of the parking lot. That‟s great! 

LO Academic advisors gave wrong/inaccurate information leading to taking a class I couldn‟t use towards my degree. 

LO 
Parking was expensive. I was put on the wrong degree program when I started and graduated late because of this. I did 
not have any help from advising about which classes to take to get the degree I wanted. I had to figure out on my own, 
and this was not until my last year. Very displeased with overall advising. 

LO I had a hard time with registration. I had a hard time transferring my BA over for Gen. Eds. 

LO Elaboration and material covered in little time period of courses. 

LO Not necessarily having enough time for the labs to allow for complete on-hands training. 

LO Getting in and out of the parking area with only 1 entrance/exit. 

LO 
Counselors and advisors are bad, they always tell different things. Terrible disservice to all students. GMU has a much 
better program. Employ some people that know what they are doing and actually care to help students out a ton!!! 

LO Inconsistency with advising and test lab staff. 
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Loudoun Campus 

Campus Question 2:  What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

LO 
The advising I received was totally unhelpful I came into the college knowing nothing and was not really guided very well. 
I learned it all on my own. 

LO 
Traffic while leaving school at times with one exit on Loudoun campus. I took pre-calculus and calculus at NOVA, but I 
have to take them again at Mason. 

LO The parking lot! Too many students at a certain time, so it was hard. 

LO Parking. 

LO 
Advising/counseling staff few, therefore hard to get in to see. Outdated library. Limited variety of courses at Loudoun 
campus. 

LO 
Required classes that covered the same information I had in high school. In particular computer concepts and 
applications. 

LO Some teachers were very insulting. 

LO None. 

LO 
Classes that I should have taken at the beginning were not caught until end of term.  Assoc. was not properly reviewed 
and advised to me. 

LO Loudoun campus parking lot, computer/testing lab wait time. 

LO 
At the very beginning of my NOVA enrollment, I experienced some life changes which NOVA was very supportive of. 
After several years, I was able to complete my degree while working full time. 

LO Parking. Advisement was a hassle due to long lines/not enough advisors. Same with the veteran‟s advisors. 

LO 
The biology instructors and the use of their PowerPoint. The slides, lectures and reading did not adequately prepare the 
student for exams and quizzes. 
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Manassas Campus 

Campus Question 2:  What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

MA 
Some credits did not transfer but it‟s not your fault, they were transferred to a private college. Also classes filled up very 
quickly and it was difficult to get into most ELI classes. 

MA 
Other students being disruptive in class and the teacher doing nothing about it. When after speaking with the teachers, 
student should not be able to text during a film when it‟s dark. 

MA Poor academic advisement. 

MA It was difficult to occasionally get in touch with faculty and for financial aid issues. 

MA Counseling services were horrendous! That is my only complaint. 

MA 
Advisors were not accessible and when you finally get the opportunity they were not helpful. I would also get different 
information from each counselor. 

MA 
Some of the facilities, depending on the night were very crowded, and you sometimes had to wait to use equipment or 
lifter, or couldn‟t do what you wanted to do that night. Otherwise, I had very few issues. 

MA None. 

MA 
Something that comes to mind was the counselors.  When I went to speak with them I never received the answers I 
wanted and they had me take a class I did not need even for my associates at NOVA. They had plenty of time to talk to 
me but were very disrespectful. 

MA 
My major problem was personal. It was a struggle that I had with Math. With the caring and individual care provided by 
the instructors, esp. Professor X, I was able to comprehend the material and grasp the concepts, I passed the required 
Math class necessary and moved on to obtain my bachelor‟s 

MA Just trying to go to school, raise a family and work full time, etc. 

MA Poor counseling. 

MA The times the library was open = not enough. Lack of student involvement. 

MA Registration, graduation, online course selections, and transfer forms. 

MA The academic advisors were not as readily available and understanding at Manassas Campus. 

MA 
Parking for motorcycles was overpriced. No assigned advisor meant that each visit someone told you something 
different. 

MA Parking is very expensive. Some instructors not very good. 

MA None. 

MA 
Some instructors were excellent; others were not. Perhaps department heads could stop in classes occasionally to get a 
flavor of the instructors‟ abilities to communicate, teach and relate to the students. 

MA Counseling Center is bad. 
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Manassas Campus 

Campus Question 2:  What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

MA None. 

MA I felt that there are not enough things to study. 

MA 
The Business Department at the Annandale Campus had an academic advisor that was not helpful at all.  As a transfer 
student, the transition into the school was difficult because many of my credits did not transfer equivalent. I had to take 
numerous appointments with the Dean because the academic advisor (Business) would not help me. 

MA Not really any. 

MA I went to the advising office and the advisor just told me to figure everything out for myself online. 

MA 
Really no major problems. If I had to say anything it was that counselors were very difficult to see in the evening and 
never on weekends and for us full-time employees, that was a challenge. 

MA 
I learned about different fields, but never learned anything about the jobs in those fields. Every intro class should have at 
least a small section that talks realistically about what going into the field would be like and what it would entail. 

MA Counselor advising; felt frustrated at times. 

MA No problems. 

MA 
I had issues with several teachers not teaching college-level classes. In those particular classes I felt like I was back in 
high school. Also, receiving financial aid funds took an unbelievably long time which compared to other schools. 

MA 
Quite frankly, the NOVA system and processes are slow. From Financial Aid to student services NOVA should 
streamline the entire way it operates – similar to GMU. I work for NOVA and I am quite disappointed. 

MA 
Different counselors giving conflicting info. I had to change from History to General Studies degree because of it. Would 
have liked if they had informed what classes I needed were only offered at certain times. 

MA Parking was not always available. There were not enough computers in library to use. 

MA I can‟t recall any difficulties. 
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Medical Education Campus 

Campus Question 2:  What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

MEC 
The only major issue that could be improved is advising. As a PTA major, the faculty was hard to reach and set up 
meetings with the majority of the time. Also my adjunct professor who taught us material did not grade fairly and thought 
a lot of herself on a daily basis, which made interaction with this professors extremely difficult. 

MEC The Financial Aid office. They are totally unavailable when you try to call to talk to someone. 

MEC 
Unhelpful instructors (few not many). Some clinicals were not everything they could have been as far as enriching 
learning experiences. 

MEC 
Every day we had technical difficulties with the PowerPoint and broadcasting the lecture. The IT support staff always 
seemed frustrated and rude. 

MEC Parking was painful many afternoons. 

MEC No major problems. 

MEC ELI History class – had to get in touch with the Dean regarding the History teachers unfair grading policies. 

MEC Timeframe in grading test. We always had to wait a week for grading. 

MEC 
Computer glitches caused problems, but that is to be expected. I wish some course classes started on time every day, so 
I could finish earlier in the afternoon. I had to purchase a clicker device for $60.00 that we used very little and I felt it was 
an unnecessary expense. 

MEC 
Student services are unhelpful and faculty and counselors are not empowered to help students with student services 
issues (advanced standing, transfer credits, etc) 

MEC Discrepancy with several advisors, student center, and instructors regarding qualifying credits. 

MEC Some staff members were not very accommodating, but others were great. 

MEC 
I believe the Nursing Program walks a very fine line in both age and sex discrimination. I brought this matter up to the 
Nursing Administration, only to see a slight improvement. I would immediately point out that several members of the 
Nursing Faculty were outstanding, and sincerely hope it will improve. 

MEC MLT program needs more support to maintain lab facility equipment. 

MEC 
I should have graduated at the end of the summer semester in 2009 and just recently got my degree and have not 
received all of my certificates.  Have sent many e-mails, but have to wait for weeks to get a response. 

MEC 

Our class was the first class with a high number of students since NOVA has had the Dental Hygiene program. It seems 
they weren‟t ready to educate the students because sometimes in clinical lab we did not have enough instructors for the 
number of students and we had to wait for them to be able to take care of patients. It was waste of our time and the 
patient‟s time. 

MEC Some faculty not being very helpful, it not rude sometimes. I am an adult please do not treat me like a child. 
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Medical Education Campus 

Campus Question 2:  What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

MEC 
The advising I sought through my experience was bad. No one really knew any answers to my questions. X at the 
Manassas campus almost missed my deadline for financial aid because she did not know what I presented to her. Mainly 
the Manassas campus was a major problem. I ended up going to Annandale and Springfield for advising. 

MEC None. 

MEC 
Depending on the campus, some cafeterias are very small and no hot food is served (Compare Annandale cafe vs. MEC 
cafe). 

MEC N/A 

MEC At the bookstore, why do they sell the used books at high rates? 

MEC All professors must allow students to access exam results. 

MEC 
Parking was always limited, especially at MEC center. Registering for classes online was always confusing in regards to 
using the system. Finding time to talk to a counselor, for example – the only time I had to see a counselor was during 
lunch time, but the counselors were all out at lunch. 

MEC N/A 

MEC 
I did not have any major problem at NOVA. However, a minor problem was that I had difficulty finding patients to bring to 
the clinic without having to pay for the exam fee for them. 

MEC Not a problem. 

MEC 
Some of the teachers did not respond to e-mails in a timely manner. Also, some of them were not straightforward with 
the learning material. 

MEC 
There were not enough computers in the library at the Annandale Campus. Sometimes the computer lab in CT building 
was too cold. I complained a couple of times and was told this is centrally controlled and there‟s nothing they could do 
about it. 

MEC 
I had major problems in the counseling area of which courses fulfill what area (ex. I was advised that “statistics of human 
behavior” would not fulfill my math needed for my assoc. in general education because of the “PSY” factor, only to find 
out it did fulfill it after I took “math 151”). 

MEC 
Getting a “D” for ENG 112 midterm and still pulling an “A” overall. Unrealistic in real life. Teacher severely biased against 
conservative ideas. Good preparation for the future though, to be able to appreciate other points of view. Even if I have to 
use a “Hubble telescope” to see where they are coming from. A different galaxy indeed! 

MEC 
Counseling and advising - it was hard to get information about certain programs. Nursing program requirements kept 
changing every year making it hard to get into. 
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Medical Education Campus 

Campus Question 2:  What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

MEC 
Student Services last year could have been more helpful. I inquired for help sorting out an issue with my transcript and I 
was encouraged to take care of it properly online… It‟s useful having pictures of staff titled with positions at the desk so 
then I can say - I need to speak with X regarding career counseling. 

MEC 
The parking: it was very difficult to get in and out at Loudoun Campus.  The bookstore: I did not like, in the basement, 
cramped and hot. The cafeteria: Better food! Have a food court! 

MEC The faculty help not being available, not caring, etc. 

MEC The books changing each semester. 

MEC 
I attended when the Hygiene Program admitted 60 students. Though only 48 graduated, the smaller classes with more 
one on one attention/instruction would have been a better situation. 

MEC 
The only thing that I would suggest would be to make the cafeteria more accessible and provide better selection of meals 
for students. 

MEC None. 

MEC 
At the MEC, no cafeteria proved to be a problem to the hygiene students who had a full time load of classes and clinic 
but no place to easily obtain food. Parking for patients was too limited. 

MEC None. 
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Woodbridge Campus 

Campus Question 2:  What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

WO N/A 

WO None. 

WO N/A 

WO Lack of advice for obtaining a job and creating a career after graduation. 

WO Trying to get the right person to address my particular concerns. 

WO Parking was horrible – you need to get a garage. 

WO 
The financial aid department was hard to access and when contact was made, they were rarely helpful to me. Also, 
registration failure to tell you of some requirements until the last minute. 

WO No. 

WO Lack of advising and bad advisors. 

WO Parking prices/spaces. 

WO Classes were too large. Some students were disrespectful and it disrupts my working environment. 

WO No major problems. 

WO I don‟t recall any. 

WO Some instructors did not use blackboard for class information. 

WO Testing center hours at some locations. 

WO Financial Aid is difficult to navigate. Counseling needs more work. Career search could be better (Job services). 

WO 
To me the biggest problem was when I would talk with a counselor and each time I would get a different one and they 
would each tell me something different. I took a class that I did not even need. I felt that it was a waste of money and my 
time. 

WO 
Advising is horrible. I would never get a degree plan or many questions answered when I met with an advisor. I basically 
had to figure out what I needed to do to complete my degree. Advisors at NOVA are no help at all. Look into the GMU 
advisors; they can give you some pointers on how to improve your service. 

WO 
No major problems. I do however wish NOVA offer more summer semester courses, so the students who are on the 
mark of getting their diploma can get it, and let just not make it for summer, do it for fall and spring as well. 

WO None. 
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Woodbridge Campus 

Campus Question 2:  What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

WO 
I was not satisfied with the advisement I received. Financial aid never answers the phone, returns e-mails and the wait is 
ridiculously long all the time. It takes a long time for one to received their transcript once requested. 

WO 
In my current BA progress I had many opportunities to interact with faculty members that I had never had in NOVA. For 
me, it is a major problem because I do not have anyone to ask for letters of recommendation that I needed to continue 
my education. 

WO Maybe registering for classes, because I had to take some night classes. 

WO 
The administrative (non-teacher) component of NOVA is poor, to the point of laughable at times. They lack knowledge of 
their own field and completely lack any semblance of consistency. Also, when I transferred to my University, I struggled 
greatly in my first semester because their curriculum was so much harder than NOVA. 

WO 
Parking was ridiculous. Parking passes are way too expensive. Certain teachers were completely incompetent. Certain 
counselors were completely unhelpful. 

WO 
The cafeteria food was expensive and not that good. The lightening in the main parking lot was poor, which was unsafe 
walking in the dark. 

WO Not enough individual attention in (dental hygiene) clinic. 

WO 
When doing distance learning from College to College they don‟t always have the same equipment. Not having the 
computer program that the students at NOVA had gave me a disadvantage for job competiveness with the graduating 
students from NOVA and current RDH‟s already in the field. 

WO 
The Financial Aid office was very disorganized; I received uncaring, uninterested and at times disrespectful service. The 
computer lab is wonderful, however many students broke rules (working in groups, talking, using phones) and no staff 
addressed them – even if people complained. 

WO 
The lack of real college experience makes it hard to be inspired to finish. People often joke and say NOVA is like 13th 
grade because it is not a real campus. Also, I received an A in my Topics in Stress Management course and the teacher 
gave me a D. I had to wait several weeks for the mistake to be fixed before I could send out my transcripts. 

WO None. 

WO 
I was unhappy with financial aid department. There were not enough advisors. The knowledge of the advisors was small 
and inadequate. 

WO 

During my ELI course ITN 120, I attempted to keep my instructor of any issues I had with advanced notice. However, 
when I began to notice that my usual vocation (Job) hindered me from completing all assignments by the deadline. The 
professor seemed to care less. It‟s not like I sit at home all day and have nothing to do but school. My means of providing 
for my family became very demanding and everything else came afterwards. Bottom line, I was not allowed the 
opportunity of an extension (short one). 
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Woodbridge Campus 

Campus Question 2:  What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

WO Advising. I need it to be longer than 15 minutes. They also needed to be more respectful of students. 

WO None other than academic advisement. 

WO Cannot get entire degree online. 

WO None. 

WO Getting more involved in school activities. 

WO Poor advising and administrative staff. 

WO 

Faculty advisor did not tell me that obtaining an Associate‟s degree in General Studies would not transfer all my credits 
to VCU. So when I got to VCU I had to take general requirements that I thought would have already transferred. If I had 
known all my credits would not transfer, I would have obtained a degree in Liberal Arts, since I was informed that degree 
would have allowed all of my credits to transfer. 

WO Counseling was not really helpful. 

WO Dealing financial aid errors and financial aid personnel. 

WO None. 

WO Parking permits very expensive. 

WO 
My first course was taught by Prof. X. She was out of control and abusive. She graded me unfairly and because this was 
my first class I did not know to challenge her decision. Ultimately this had a negative effect on my overall GPA and it was 
completely unfair and unjust. 

WO 
Availability of classes. For example: I am interesting in going back to NOVA for the Fitness Career Studies Certificate, 
but there are very few to almost no classes available at the Woodbridge Campus or in the evening at any of the 
campuses. 
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Alexandria Campus 

Campus Question 3:  How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

AL 
Continuance of current selection of instructors and courses relevant to the current economy. I still feel that history 
(economics, marketing, etc) should be taught. Prof. X was the instructor who, to my mind, was the best instructor/advisor 
I had at NVCC. 

AL 
NOVA in my opinion already does very much. One thing I would like to see is a little more “outside the box” approach to 
teaching as in correlating one‟s degree plan to the outside world a little more i.e. trips and so forth. 

AL 
Make facilities and instruction on each campus equally usable. The quality of facilities for the art dept. for instance, varied 
with how many courses were taught on that campus. Even if only a few courses are on one campus, find ways to make 
the works place pleasant and maintain the level of instruction at a consistent level for all campuses. 

AL Telephone services. Need cafeteria in the MEC campus. Library in MEC needs to be open longer. 

AL It is a perfect place for any beginner student. 

AL 
Trim lecture time and increase open discussion with students and perhaps partner with local community business to 
allow students real world experiences no matter the degree curriculum. 

AL 
Keep good listening and communicating instructors; somebody who actually cares, not just about his paycheck; 
somebody that is equipped to teach “seniors” or baby boomers 

AL Clean more and better food. 

AL 
Mobilize your student body to lobby for educational funds which will provide them with better facilities, support staff and 
teachers. Once you have the right infrastructure, then you can raise standards/expectations. 

AL Research papers. When I attended GMU for the first time, research papers were a surprise. 

AL I think NOVA is already taking the steps to improve in its faculty and staff. 

AL 
Not to have professors who are not willing to teach. Bring variety of food, such as, burger king, taco bell, smoothie blend, 
and other famous companies (well known). 

AL Instruction at NOVA is top-notch, but advising and conveying information need to improve. 

AL 
Consideration should be giving to the fact that the student body is largely working adults and should be treated 
accordingly. 

AL All teachers should follow easy techniques to assure student learning. Counselors be more involved with each student. 

AL Psychology I, II, etc. should not be offered as ELI courses, it was very difficult. Class discussion would be very beneficial. 

AL 
I would like to see more consistency in courses from professor to professor. More access to career placement would also 
be very helpful. 

AL Try harder. 
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Alexandria Campus 

Campus Question 3:  How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

AL I have no suggestions. 

AL Improvement not necessary. 

AL 
I believe that NOVA can improve by doing what it does now, expanding the campus (of Alexandria). I liked the new wing 
but I also liked the fact that the bus system goes through the Alexandria Campus. 

AL 
Tremendously improve student‟s services, especially counseling and the Annandale campus is the worst as far as 
providing student services. 

AL No additional comments. 

AL More patient counselors and friendly. Not rushing to send a student out. 

AL 
The one thing I think NOVA could improve is their counselors. Either have more counselors on staff or spend a little more 
time with students. 

AL Nothing really. It all depends on the teacher and their methods. 

AL The course selection in the IT field is lacking. 

AL Offer more variety of classes during all semesters. 

AL Yes it can promote and hire more teachers. 

AL 
Provide a bigger variety in degrees and certificates. Have more agreements with other universities to transfer students to 
finish Bachelor‟s degrees. 

AL More career oriented information. Recruitment programs. More learning support programs. 

AL 
At first place just say a sympathy word. I was a student for 5 years and bought a permit each semester and followed the 
law. I would request if this happens to other students they should get money back one time only. 

AL 

Instruction – Motivating students is very important. Like many students at a community college, I was an underachiever. 
Luckily I had instructors that applied what we were learning in class to real life, making class interesting. Services – I 
missed out on several grants because I was unaware they existed. Educate students about grants and scholarships, and 
how to take out loans responsibly. 

AL If NOVA was able to provide Bachelors, you would be my first choice. 

AL It is doing the best already. 

AL Seek out its strengths (professors) and exploit them (in a good way) in contrast with the competing universities. 
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Alexandria Campus 

Campus Question 3:  How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

AL 

The relation to instruction, I would suggest keep hiring teachers that NOVA had, at least up to 2008; that is the date I 
graduated. I found at GMU that young students have problems to express themselves in class. More discussion and 
group work should be encouraged. In the real world, people work with other people. Communication is essential and this 
new generation lacks communication skills badly. Counseling! Please hire more counselors or better train the ones you 
have. They don‟t know how to answer questions or they don‟t know their job. 

AL Offer more weekend classes. 

AL Whatever Annandale was doing while I was there, (1) keep doing that and (2) start doing it at Alexandria as well. 

AL You are already the best! 

AL 
I would love to see higher level and specialized courses, but I realized that is not NOVA‟s primary function. I would also 
like to see NOVA run its own bookstore. Efollett is a big rip off and students don‟t go to NOVA because they have a lot of 
money. 

AL I was very happy with the education I received for the money. 

AL NOVA is a great place to learn and there are many places to give a student time to spend to relax. 

AL See above. 

AL Recycle at all locations. 

AL Take more time to understand the student‟s needs. 

AL Hire squirrels to replace the people working in the registration office. 

AL By having a bigger computer lab, by extending its language department, for example offering classes: Portuguese. 

AL More free parking spaces. 

AL 
I wouldn‟t know. Your institution is great. I really enjoyed my education at your college. I recommend NOVA to all my 
Maries who speak to me about college and furthering their education. 

AL By listening to student‟s complaints. 
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Annandale Campus 

Campus Question 3:  How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

AN 
Teachers/professors were hard to work with and often understand. I support ESL, but it makes learning difficult. Again 
working full time and then having to sit in a class with a teacher you can‟t understand, pretty difficult. 

AN 
The reference to the issue above, I believe better communication between counseling services and advisors is a must. 
Also I think all administrative staff should have better training or have more info. 

AN Make sure teachers are not teaching their opinions. 

AN Have teachers lead by example. Have them interest with students out of classroom as well as in. 

AN Financial Aid office is too small and they are not friendly (Annandale). 

AN Better online options (student portal). 

AN 
I feel the college is already aware of getting students to be more presentable in speech, writing, and group work in 
English. I think having a citizenship class which will orientate students to be more likeable as Americans; not 
emphasizing uniqueness of culture they carry in them will help. 

AN More knowledgeable counselor and advisors. 

AN Provide alternates to fluorescent lighting and standard desks in classrooms used for art work. 

AN 
Offering more online 4 year (Bachelor) degrees from schools in VA, such as UVA, College of William and Mary, George 
Mason, etc. Parking is somewhat expensive. Books are rather expensive. 

AN All my teachers were wonderful in the achievement in my goals. 

AN 
More on-line courses. Allow students who have full-time jobs to complete a course in a longer time for example, two 
semesters, instead of one. 

AN Better faculty. 

AN 
Please improve advising for students. More feedback assessments/surveys like these needs to go out to current and 
alumni students to make improvements to these depts. /services that show lack of quality and service. 

AN Provide more parking. 

AN Better train advisors and hopefully motivate them to care about their student‟s degree progress. 

AN 

More counselors are needed – compassionate services – eliminate courses and rearrange your degree requirement! 
Currently pursuing Global Affairs and do not need Math for Liberal Arts 1 or any Math!! I started at Algebra 002 and 
reading Math for Liberal Arts 1 was abusive and prolonged my stay at NOVA. It‟s emotionally and financially abusive. 
You need a better parking and remodeling of your antiquated buildings. 

AN NOVA can improve in its instruction and services and they can provide more instructors. 

AN Great Job, no improvement needed. 

AN Bulldoze and start over! 
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Annandale Campus 

Campus Question 3:  How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

AN Get a new transfer center staff. 

AN 
As far as teaching, NOVA‟s faculty should try to adjust the style of teaching to the way classes are taught in four year 
universities. I had a very hard time adjusting to the teaching style of PowerPoint slides at George Mason University. 

AN 
More advisors that actually care and are willing to provide a student with all the possibilities and opportunities NOVA 
holds for them. 

AN The counseling services should have more info for students, especially information to transfer to other schools. 

AN N/A 

AN It would be great if NOVA offered a bachelor degree program (4 year degree). 

AN 

Provide more challenging courses that emphasize critical thinking. Require greater reading in NVCC courses. Advertise 
student opportunities for leadership and development (club, etc) to a much greater degree, so that all students are aware 
of their existence and importance / value as part of the transfer process. If possible, continue to have only the best 
processors (excellent credentials of experience) 

AN It seemed like the advisement could have been better, but that might be because I lacked direction to begin with. 

AN Offer more internship either on site or through the college partners (local employers). 

AN Nothing 

AN More resources for the classrooms. Mandatory advisors. 

AN The instruction was fine but financial aid needed work. 

AN I think if more student activities were available, such as sports, it would bring the college community together. 

AN Assign more writing assignments for those obtaining an A.A. 

AN Make the career services more accessible. It was hard to access sometimes because there was only 1 career counselor. 

AN 
Improve your advising and counseling services. Transfer students (like myself) don‟t feel any support or guidance. I was 
able to transfer to GMU only with the help of Dr. X, the counseling center had nothing to do with my success. 

AN I‟m happy with it. 

AN Test the professors better before you give them the jobs. 

AN More available academic/transfer counseling services. 

AN Buy me a vacation to the tropics (Karma will improve your instruction and services). 

AN Have better trained academic counselors. Make information easier to find and access both for students and staff. 

AN 
Evaluate professor performance, listen to students concerning poor teachers, remember we run this business/we are the 
“valued” customers. 
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Annandale Campus 

Campus Question 3:  How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

AN Review syllabus and update it regularly.  Encourage more student interaction for ELI courses. 

AN N/A 

AN Have one day of extend hours for counseling and other services. 

AN N/A 

AN Instruction is good. Remind advising staff that they are getting paid to answer questions and help students. 

AN Make it more challenging and grade harder. We need to see reality. 

AN N/A 

AN 
I had no problems with the instruction; the counseling could have been better so that I did not stay at NOVA the extra 
semesters and take extra classes. Even though in the long run they are probably going to help me, I would have liked 
to be done sooner. 

AN Instructors who have a hard time explaining in English must be trained with some instruction techniques. 

AN 
(To bad counselors) All counselors most know school programs in VA such as JMU, GMU, VT, VCU. I talked to about 
5 different counselors and have 5 different answers. 

AN 
Require more reading of books and critiquing them. I‟m swamped with reading for courses at UVA. I estimate that I 
read 30 books for last semester for course work. Thanks NVCC, I had a great academic experience and I am doing 
well at UVA. 

AN Nothing, NOVA was great. 

AN 
Counseling and advisement should be improved by increasing contact between the student and professor. Provide 
updates on internship, summer research, career options. 

AN Maybe give a little more leniency on the placement tests. Get better advisors. 

AN 
I enjoyed the hands on experience; I think many people learn quicker that way. It‟s good if the instruction remains that 
way. 

AN Be stricter and push the students more. 

AN 
Fancier diplomas reflective of the significance of NOVA‟s role in society rather than the diminutive diplomas delivered 
during my time at NOVA. 
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Annandale Campus 

Campus Question 3:  How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

AN 
Due to the problems mentioned above. I believe some improvements could be made in the transfer process. I realize this 
is a group effort between NOVA and universities, but anything NOVA can do on their behalf would help. Also, making 
sure graduates receive their diplomas! 

AN 
My suggestion regarding improvement to instruction/services wouldn‟t mean a thing therefore I will not offer any thoughts 
on this issue. 

AN 
Improve disability services for students with autism. Your check list of accommodations did not fit well with my needs. 
Improve transition services to 4 year schools for students with disabilities. I went to GMU for 18 months before they 
declined to admit me as a major in music despite 3.5 GPA in academic and performance. 

AN Administration should ask how the decisions they make will affect the students! 

AN 
Can‟t do any better with instruction, counseling and advising services need more organization and better communication 
skills. 

AN Just work on counseling and advising services. 

AN Cater to people that went to LEARN and NOT High School failures that are trying to have 13th grade. 

AN Need more parking for students. 

AN 
More hands on, group work in classes. There‟s more of that in GMU. It‟s nice because it allows us to get to know our 
classmates. 

AN 
I think NOVA‟s instruction and services are great, however, I would have liked to been made more aware of services 
NOVA offers at an earlier stage. I think a lot of students just don‟t know that there is help for them, so it would be very 
beneficial if there were more ways to inform students. 

AN Keep up the good work and continue to care about students. 

AN Have more classes that start at 9:30. 

AN Bigger parking lots and stop lights at intersections. 

AN 
Graduation, transfer, and counseling services need to be revamped and reorganized so that students can be assisted in 
a timely and efficient manner. I literally spent weeks going up to NOVA to speak with different people and figure out my 
transfer status. 

AN N/A 

AN 
The career and planning services as well as the personnel counseling office were terrible. The wait to really see 
somebody was horrible. After going on there, I decided to never go back. Instead I did seek advisement from my 
professors and that turned out to be a great idea! 
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Annandale Campus 

Campus Question 3:  How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

AN 
Teachers are very good compared to other institutions. I wish I could have been able to get my 4 year degree from 
NVCC. 

AN I can‟t think of any major instructional or service deficits that need to be addressed. 

AN 
Do a better job of observing and rewarding good professors, as well as weed out the bad ones that are not contributing 
to the loving environment. 

AN Create a better learning environment. Inspirational and motivating. 
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Loudoun Campus 

Campus Question 3:  How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

LO I can‟t think of any. 

LO Update old sections of the campuses. Provide more counselors so the wait is not over an hour to talk to someone briefly. 

LO Improve on Academic Advising. 

LO 
I would love to study more artistic fields, like photography and art; but did not want to drive to the campuses in the city. It 
would be nice if NOVA was able to offer more Art and Photo classes at the Loudoun Campus. 

LO Get counselors who actually want to help kids and their futures. 

LO Well, I think NOVA should stay in line with current technologies. 

LO Offer more relevant business classes. 

LO I believe you already have by changing out the professors and improving the organization of the program. 

LO Better library (longer hours) open on Sunday, so students can come and study at the school. 

LO 
Loved the professors, loved the location. You fixed the exits. Not sure how you would fix this, but students activities were 
made aware of too late or not at all. Would be nice to be able to grab a descent sandwich between classes. 

LO 
All in all, I enjoyed learning and miss being in school. I only transferred from one class (English) because on the first day 
of class the teacher said I should expect English 101 to be boring. I changed classes the next day! English should not be 
boring at least not to me. And it wasn‟t. 

LO 
A more formal orientation process would help. There were many things I learned along the way that I think would have 
been helpful to know in the beginning of my degree progress. Some schools/locations have better learning labs than 
others. I found the labs very important to my success and more resources/attention should be given in this area. 

LO Based on the Architecture Department, primarily, I really don‟t think that there needs to be any improvement. 

LO 
Getting in and out of Loudoun Campus parking lot was a nightmare. Parking seemed expensive, and the price kept going 
up every year. It would be nice if they upgraded the cafeteria too! 

LO I‟m sure you are doing the best you can. 

LO I had a wonderful experience. No suggestions at this time. 

LO Maybe better seating in the classrooms. Some of the desks are too small for some students to fit in comfortably. 

LO 
Incorporate Blackboard (Web 2.0 application). Plan for button transfer of course to all Virginia University, not just GMU. 
Improve reputation of NVCC (not seen as extended high school). 

LO Get people in the guidance office that actually know what they are talking about. 

LO Hire office staff that care and want to help students. 

LO The experience was really good I can‟t think of any. 
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Loudoun Campus 

Campus Question 3:  How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

LO Make more of the services available online.  Must have better website. 

LO None. 

LO N/A 

LO 
Have advisors that can actually advise instead of just help sign up for classes. Need to be more educated on other 
programs and degrees appropriate to career goals. 

LO Paying more attention to student surveys filled by students at the end of courses. 

LO Having more labs and requiring more out of the box thinking or analysis of real life situations. 

LO I thought the instructors were great and always willing to help. 

LO 
Have the right material in classes that is covered in a 4-year college because I have to take pre-calculus and calculus 
over again because it does not equal the same requirements in George Mason. 

LO The addition of more fields of study and relevant courses. 

LO Be more explanatory on the instruction and where to find the services on campus. A bit hard for a newcomer. 

LO More ELI classes offered. 

LO 
Take into account the class surveys! Some teachers there are horrible – Dr. X and Dr. Y. Dr. Z is teaching material in her 
courses that is not allowed by school terms and possibly by law. She is offensive and teaches her own psychological 
methods/alternative methods. Not by book info or course material. She should not be allowed to instruct students. 

LO More classes at the Reston campus. 

LO Expand Loudoun campus to offer greater variety of courses. 

LO Allow for more “testing out” of required course work or substitutions with more advanced levels. 

LO Some teachers should go. 

LO Be open during the weekend, better dining halls. 

LO Better idea of how to know to use the counselor for education advice. 

LO Guidance counselors. 

LO No improvement necessary. 

LO Hire more advisors! 

LO 
To stick to the topic at hand and not deviate from the focal point of lecture. It confuses students when they are 
concentrated about what the test is going to be on. 
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Manassas Campus 

Campus Question 3:  How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

MA Expand online offerings. 

MA 
The Academic Advisors should be more knowledgeable of what Virginia universities are looking for, and what classes 
transfer students need for certain programs. 

MA Placement tests. Eliminate some pre-requisites. 

MA None at this time. 

MA N/A, see second question. 

MA 
Many times I would drive to school just to find that the class was cancelled. Since this is a commuter school, give 
advanced warning that a class is being cancelled. 

MA 

Instruction. The lab experience lends itself to cooperative learning structures. (We have used kagan strategies in FCPS) 
but the instructors in the classroom are very much tied to a direct instruction format. I was into my project and able to 
focus, but these 18-19 years old mates would struggle to be engaged with the “bookwork” they need to know. They are 
the same kids that drop out of high school or just barely get through because they have trouble engaging in something 
that‟s not hands on; with cooperative structures you can take an essential, but boring topic like measurements and with 
the investment of a few extra micrometers have partners take turns making microscopic measurements and checking 
with each other and then with the instructor, for example. 

MA 
I had a wonderful experience and although there is always room for improvement. I can‟t find fault with any aspect at this 
time. 

MA 
Build students for the future in whatever it is. Be it furthering their education or going out into the workforce. I believe 
NOVA had me there as a payment to their college and did not care how long I was there as long as I kept paying. 

MA N/A 

MA 
It is great!  But one thing, I found the advisors sometimes just referring me to go online about stuff. But in hindsight, that 
was not such a big deal now. 

MA N/A 

MA Require more reading. I got through all of NOVA w/o really reading any books. Now I‟m paying for that at Mason. 

MA Don‟t have counselors refer you to NOVAConnect for everything including academic advisement and/or scholarships. 

MA Better classrooms. 

MA 
NOVA can offer degrees eventually beyond Associates. Quality of instruction matched or surpassed my BA degrees 
instruction. 

MA Cheaper parking. Bigger facilities. Better advisors. 

MA It‟s great already. 
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Manassas Campus 

Campus Question 3:  How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

MA 
Security officers should be more helpful to students. Once my car would not start; although I was given a car charger to 
try to jump start it, no one in the office would personally helped me. (I had no idea how to put jumper cables to the 
battery.) 

MA 
Since so many of the NOVA students transfer to George Mason. The advisors should be more up to speed on George 
Mason and how classes transfer. The cafeteria in Manassas needs a broader selection of food. 

MA N/A 

MA 
Better methods of evaluating transcripts for students who transfer. I was told that my transcript was done electronically, 
and many of my courses that were the same did not transfer equivalently at NOVA. (e.g. Intro to Sociology) 

MA Make books a little cheaper and make flexible to return both for profit and returnable at all campuses. 

MA 
I never had to write any papers for most of my classes at NOVA, while at GMU I have to write all the time and I feel 
unprepared for the amount of writing I have to do. 

MA All I see no need for improvement at this time. 

MA 
I think that the instructors‟ course outlines should be monitored more closely.  I also think that the financial aid process 
should be improved. 

MA 
The faculty needs to be more diversified culturally. NOVA needs a solid Global studies program and needs to get more 
technologically up to date. Some campuses should work on cleanliness. More varied courses in the Humanities. Also, 
“streamline the system”  

MA 

I like the message alerts I get from GMU. Wish NOVA had that contact/info. Also never got my diploma – called 4 times 
and then finally got after this year‟s graduation. Should have been told that or it should have been sent when I first called. 
Very disappointed in how this was handled and how each staff talked to me each time I called. Never could get same 
person to handle. When finally got it on 5/28/10 It did not have my Phi Theta Kappa seal on diploma as was told I would. 

MA More student parking in Manassas Campus. 

MA Probably with better services to students, less tuition rates and more practical approach in classrooms. 
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Medical Education Campus 

Campus Question 3:  How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

MEC 
With my program this professor could grade more accurate and fairly. Also, the professor could be more down to earth, 
and easier to approach. 

MEC Be available when people need to reach you. 

MEC Better clinicals. Review of staff. 

MEC Using a nursing assessment class for paramedics was not the best option. Did not gain much from that 4 hour class. 

MEC It may help students to get syllabus and books in advance. (Weeks before the beginning of the new semester). 

MEC Better regulation of ELI classes and professors. 

MEC Be more attentive to the needs of the students to help relieve anxiety where possible i.e. grading. 

MEC 
NOVA is excellent. Please start selling t-shirts and sweat shirts with our full name and seal so our students can show our 
school spirit. Sell them with our seal in gold or yellow and I will wear it proud. Plus you will make money for the school 
$$$. 

MEC Fix the Nursing program from the top down you will not have to go far. 

MEC Instead of saying that you‟re “student centered” actually be student centered. 

MEC Don‟t know. 

MEC 
The instruction is fine; the services appear overwhelmed as the student population grows. The parking enforcement 
appears overzealous on every campus, and for anyone who may only need to have metered parking, there is never 
enough space. 

MEC Continue to strive to provide qualified dedicated faculty instructors. 

MEC Have more teachers – for different styles for students to learn from and also that have the time to help when needed. 

MEC 
Have consistency among its stuff. Being able to have resources for students if their current faculty or advisor is not 
helpful. 

MEC Train the counseling at the Manassas campus. Also, teach them to be a bit kinder to us students. 

MEC 
Can‟t think of any.  Once I figured out the online programs, advising tips, and building layouts, I was free of issues. I 
attended NVCC for four years prior to the 2 year RN program and never had issues. It‟s like a second home to me now. 

MEC No idea. My instructors were amazing, and I had no problem with services. 

MEC Just keep growing as they are doing. Thank you NOVA. May God bless this amazing institution! 

MEC Too many graduates and limited job opportunities so I want you to limit to proper students. 

MEC 
Please make sure that all professors, especially non-English speaking professors understand American academics well. 
This can be done by evaluation of their students at the end of every semester. 
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Medical Education Campus 

Campus Question 3:  How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

MEC 
Expand the medical classes to other campuses instead of restricting them to MEC center. Need a cafeteria at MEC 
center, or at least a larger area to eat lunch instead of eating in the bookstore. Metered parking spaces for people who 
stay there less than an hour. 

MEC More funding for Allied Health Programs for VCCS. 

MEC NOVA is fine the way it is. 

MEC 

If I had my druthers I would make nursing school‟s 1st year all didactic (text + book + lab) and the 2nd year all clinical; 
similar to how med school is constructed. Nursing has become a very difficult job and doing clinical each week for 1 year 
might not be as it is in the workplace – preparing at the same time as doing them.  More “full time” the 2nd year when you 
have the knowledge and don‟t have to spend nights up studying and worrying about clinical. 

MEC Improve timeliness with email responses. 

MEC NVCC is an asset to the community; keep it up. 

MEC More courses offered via internet would improve access to more students. 

MEC Teach Google docs in basic IT curriculum as a tool to create surveys, etc. 

MEC Get counselors who actually want to help and listen. 

MEC 
Facilitate an easier “bridge” to BSN nursing of 2nd degree students… 2 & 1 seem to be a good program but as a 2nd 
degree student was not eligible.  

MEC 
I‟ve only heard from other students to be careful taking some of the difficult courses because certain instructors have 
thick accents and are difficult to understand in addition to the material being difficult to understand. 

MEC 
Make more than 2 entrances/exits for Loudoun Campus. Have a better and bigger bookstore. Have a food court with 
good food like Subway. 

MEC Improve the counseling center.  They all need to be retrained and tested. 

MEC NOVA is great!! 

MEC 
I‟ve heard the program allowed only 24 students this year – this is good! The job market is horrible. The Medical 
Education Campus needs a better (more options) cafeteria. 

MEC 
The Nursing instructors are horrible at identifying learning disabilities! Having timed exams is stupid because no one else 
does it. 

MEC Parking permit is too expensive. 

MEC More parking and a better cafeteria. 
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Woodbridge Campus 

Campus Question 3:  How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

WO More interaction between students. PowerPoint presentations mixed with non-PowerPoint lectures. 

WO N/A 

WO N/A 

WO Have mandatory advisement for graduating students like 6 months before graduation and continuing until graduation. 

WO 
Some faculty members expressed bias and were difficult to learn from but it was only 1 or 2 out of many. Overall an 
excellent group of instructors. 

WO Tell students to contact their faculty advisors because guidance tries to help, but they give poor advice. 

WO More pre-requisite classes offered. 

WO Offer more classes at regular times. I had to wait for a class for over a semester. 

WO Better career counseling for post graduation and better noise security in library. 

WO Parking Garage maybe. 

WO Question is silly. Some professors were great, other were not so great. So I put an average. 

WO Smaller class sizes would ease disruptions. 

WO Better parking availability and more academic and financial aid advisors. 

WO More availability of instructors and adjuncts who know more about the subjects. 

WO Offer more online classes perhaps. 

WO Limit the number of classes that start at 7:00pm and end at 10:00pm. Starting just a ½ hour earlier would be helpful. 

WO Great overall experience! 

WO I really loved attending NOVA and I would recommend it to anyone looking for higher education. 

WO 
The only thing I feel that needs to improve is the counselors. If we are not assigned a counselor then I feel that they 
should each give us the same advice. 

WO 
Woodbridge campus needs more light in the parking lot. It‟s too scary and dangerous right now. Also I feel what was 
covered in my courses was a lower standard than what would have been offered in the same course level at a 4 year 
university. 

WO Offer more help to the students. Be willing to help the students if he or she is struggling instead of just sitting. 

WO More degree related courses versus “filler” courses to obtain degree. 
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Woodbridge Campus 

Campus Question 3:  How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

WO 

Advisors need to make aware to students that every class taken at NOVA is not guaranteed to transfer to a university, if 
they plan on transferring. Have the students who plan on transferring to a 4 year university look at their school of choice 
degree plan so they can take courses that will benefit them when they transfer. Make it known to students that there are 
two different guaranteed admissions, one just to transfer in and a needed GPA for the waiver. 

WO 
Assign a field-related advisor to each student. Make an all advising week – where each student must see his/her advisor 
in order to register! 

WO 
The school must do some innovation and provide the best education to students. It would have been better if NOVA 
offered a Bachelor degree. 

WO 
Taking into Account my complaints in the previous section, compare and make appropriate changes with NOVA‟s 
curriculum when compared to other universities. The NOVA administration needs complete networking! Perhaps, 
required training and keeping the staff up to date on changes in their field would help. 

WO 
Make sure that all teachers are qualified. Don‟t charge so much for parking. Open more meters. Make classes more 
equal in difficulty. Don‟t have some teachers who challenge students. 

WO Address the problems above. 

WO Fix the parking meters! 

WO Provide the same computer system. 

WO 
Really pay attention to teachers‟ evaluations. If a teacher gets a lot of bad marks over many years it really means 
something. 

WO The advising team was terrible. It did not seem like they cared and when it was busy I was rushed out. 

WO N/A 

WO Hire more advisors and financial aid staff. 

WO Only issue I had was advising. 

WO No suggestion. 

WO By getting me a part-time job at NVCC or at least an interview that will lead to a part time job at NVCC. 

WO Get a fall online degree program. 

WO NOVA could improve by helping students receive hands on experience in the field experience in their field of study. 

WO More information on options for student involvement. 

WO Lower tuition or offer higher quality education. 

WO 
Please inform students which Associate degrees will allow students to transfer all their credits to 4-year universities and 
which degrees will not. 
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Woodbridge Campus 

Campus Question 3:  How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

WO By hiring better faculty. 

WO 
More consistency in writing expectations i.e. depending on discipline, professors should all insist on either APA or MLA 
style. 

WO N/A 

WO 
I think that instruction could be improved if NOVA addressed concerns with instructors (as I am sure you have heard 
about Prof. X) and If advisors reported and were held accountable for the advisement they offer. 

WO Offer more classes at the Woodbridge Campus. 

 


